
 

Dry Creek Hostas  
4/24/10 

Jeanie & Jerry Geers 

1070 Dry Creek Lane 

Marion, IA 52302 

(319) 377-6939 

** Please call for an appointment ** 

 

2010 Hosta Price List 
 

Gardeners continue to discover the joys of Hosta! These popular shade perennials remain attractive from 

their spring emergence until autumn frost. Handsome foliage grows lush in nearly all soil conditions.  They 

come in a variety of sizes and colors that when mixed add interest to the shade/part-sun garden.  

 

Prices quoted are for strong two-eye crowns; but, when possible more eye divisions will be provided.  

Plants will be sold from Mid-May until End-September.  

 

The size indicates the clump height at maturity:  Dwarf 3-6"; Small 6-12", Very Small 5-10”, Medium 12-

24", Large 24-48". 

 

„NFS‟ means Not for Sale in 2010; should be available later in the season or in 2011.  

*Sun tolerant hostas – morning sun to early afternoon sun to late afternoon sun – avoid mid-day sun.  

 

  

A MANY-SPENDORED THING L; very wide greenish-yellow margin circles the nearly round corrugated leaf.  Pale lav flowers in 

mid-summer. 

14.00 

ABBA DABBA DO L; ½” wide gold margin, green center; good substance; med growth rate; lav flowers mid-summer. 12.00 

ABBA DEW Medium; medium to dark green center with gold edge.  Lav flowers. 15.00 

ABBA SHOWTIME M; (Aden); green center with creamy edge; near white flowers. 14.00 

ABBY  S; sport of Gold Drop; streaky blue-green centered leaves with gold margin; rapid growth; lav 

flowers in July. 

6.00 

ABIQUA BLUE CRINKLES Medium; fast growing blue with corrugated and cupped leaves. Near white flowers. 10.00 

ABIQUA DRINKING GOURD M; blue-green; deeply cupped, heavily corrugated foliage forms loose open mound; slow growth rate; 

near white flowers 

13.00 

ABIQUA MOONBEAM 

 

ADORABLE 

 

M; round, cordate, blue-green leaf, chartreuse margin; sport of August Moon; rapid growth; whitish 

flowers 

10.00 

*ADRIAN‟S GLORY L; sport of „Gold Standard”; heart shaped leaves, blue green with chartreuse center, thick substance; 

lav flowers in July. 

18.00 

AFTERNOON DELIGHT L; (Q&Z, 2000) green center sport of „High Noon‟, wide gold margins; moderate corrugation; good 

substance, medium growth rate; upright mound; lav flowers in June-July. 

15.00 

ALAKAZAAM D; (Livingston); long, narrow leaves, green with bright yellow, ruffled margins in spring; changing to 

creamy white in summer; stiff horizontally held petioles; forms a horizontal mound; lav flowers. 

20.00 

ALEX SUMMERS L; sport of „Gold Regal‟, upright, vase-shaped form, dark green with bright gold margin; purple 

flowers. 

15.00 

ALICE GLADDEN Large; pointed leaves, yellow green in color. Pale lav flowers. 16.00 

ALL THAT JAZZ L; (Petryszyn); heart-shaped leaves with clean, cream-yellow margin; forms a majesteic clump with 

stately, spreading form. Lav lflowers in midsummer; sister seedling of „Mardi Gras‟. 

18.00 

ALLEGHAN FOG S-M; shiny dark green leaves display a speckled green and white center which is especially 

pronounced in the spring. Lav flowers mid-summer. 

14.00 

ALLEN P. MCCONNELL Med; green leaves with a narrow white margin; fast growth rate.  Lav flowers in midsummer 6.00 

ALLIGATOR SHOES M; heavily pebbled alligator-textured, wide sharply tapered leaves of blue-green with wide creamy 

edge; lav flowers midsummer. 

12.00 

ALVANTINE TAYLOR  Large; Wide elongated blue green with wide gold edge; white flowers 10.00 
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AMAZING GRACE L; dark green leaves that have a 1" wide, slightly rippled, white margin, dull on top and below, 

lightly twisted. Pale lavender bloom. 

22.00 

AMBER GLASS (Winterberry 2006) Center color is gold like the gold of „Stained Glass‟, spectacular early in the 

season, then fades some in late summer. 

17.00 

AMBER TIARA Medium; all gold form of „Grand Tiara‟.  Dark purple and white striped flowers in July and August. 8.00 

AMERICAN HALO Large; blue leaves circled with a wide creamy white margin.  White flowers in early summer. 16.00 

AMERICAN ICON L; (Hansen 2004); majestic sport from the ever popular‟Choo Choo Train‟; produces a very large 

(nearly 6-foot) clump of green leaves with a wide gold edge. Pale lav flowers in mid-summer. 

18.00 

AMERICAN SWEETHEART Med; tetraploid version of „Sea Thunder‟; wider green margin; thicker leaves, more upright. Lav 

flowers in Aug. 

14.00 

AMERICANA M; (Walters); wide-margined sport of „Loyalist‟. Thick leaves display deep green margins and a 

nearly pure white, narrow center. Pale lav flowers. 

18.00 

AMY ELIZABETH Medium; medium to dark green margin; center chartreuse early, turning gold.  Fast growth rate.  Lav 

flowers late June to early July. 

8.00 

ANDREW L; (Shady Oaks/Hansen,2006); variegated sport of „Blue Mammoth‟; thick blue-green leaves, white 

center with a medium blue-green margin,  narrow green pattern between blue and cream layers; lav 

flowers in early summer. 

NFS 

ANGEL FEATHERS M; (K. Vaughn, 1993); gold margin in spring, changing to creamy white by early summer; center 

medium green; good substance; med to fast growth rate; dense mound; excellent in containers; 

purple flowers in July. 

11.00 

ANN KULPA M; (Kulpa); white centered green edge leaves, white centered, good substance; nearly white flowers. 15.00 

ANTIOCH  Med; heart shaped green with wide creamy edge, form of `Albo-marginata‟, lav flowers midsummer. 6.00 

AQUA VELVA L; blue-green; slug resistant foliage, intense corrugation; med growth rate; large lav flowers in July. 9.00 

ARISTOCRAT  M; sport of „Hadspen Blue‟; smooth powder-blue leaves; wide creamy-yellow margin. Flower are 

light lav in mid-summer 

10.00 

ARCTIC BLAST M; (Carlson); frosted  blue , thick leaves, forms an elegant vase-shaped clump; leaves have lots of 

ruffles and the tips are twisted, white undersides; lav flowers in early summer. 

16.00 

ASPEN GOLD Gold; medium; outstanding heavy substance, round, cupped, and extremely puckered; white flowers 9.00 

ATLANTIS L; (T. Avent/H. Hansen, 2004); exceptional sport of „Abba Dabba Do‟; long, dark green ruffled 

leaves, dramatic golden-yellow margin, vigorous growth up to 5-feet wide; lav flowers-midsummer. 

18.00 

AUGUST MOON M - L; gold-yellow, round, puckered leaves that stay attractive all summer; medium to fast growth 

rate; pale lav flowers mid-summer.  Not good for pots.  Vigorous and fast growing 

6.00 

AUSTIN DICKINSON M – L; rounded, glossy, blue-green with wide white margins; med to fast growth rate;  fragrant violet 

flowers 

10.00 

AVOCADO L; (Diesen); gold center, 2” wide green margin sport of „Guacamole‟; fast growth rate; lav flowers in 

Aug. 

18.00 

AZTEC TREASURE Small, nearly rounded chartreuse leaves, dark purple flowers NFS 

AZURE SNOW M; blue-green color with white underside; funnel shaped lav flowers late July-Aug; med growth rate. 13.00 

BABY BLUE EYES S; deep blue, waxy, heart-shaped leaves forming a perfect flat mound. 18.00 

BABY BUNTING Dwarf - Green rounded heart shaped leaves, pale lav, bell shaped flowers 8.00 

BANANA BOAT Med; dark green oval leaves, wide light yellow centers; cupped like a canoe; good substance; violet 

flowers. 

17.00 

BANANA MUFFINS S-M; chartreuse to med gold leaves are rounded, heart-shaped at the base, nicely corrugated. Pale lav 

flowers. 
10.00 

BAND OF GOLD Large; broad green leaves with a wide gold margin.  Pure white flowers early. 12.00 

BARBARA ANN L; (Park Green Nurseries); sport of „Elegans‟ discovered in Great Britain, stunning clump of thick, 

corrugated, blue-green leaves with a broad cream margin that lightens to white; near-white flowers. 

17.00 

BARBARA MAY M; beautiful waxy, blue with ruffled almost triangular leaves. 20.00 

BATTLE STAR   

BEAUTY SUBSTANCE L; beautiful hosta with heavy heart-shaped leaves which have yellow margins around the green 

centers; leaves become more puckered as the plant matures; white flowers. 

15.00 

BECKONING L; sport of „Blue Angel‟; gold leaves with a wide, blue-green, rippled margin that jets towards the 

midrib. These huge, heart-shaped leaves are lightly cupped and glaucous. Very unique in that the 

leaves come up dark and then lighten as the season progresses!! Near white flowers. 

14.00 

BEDFORD BLUE M; (Chrystal); unique blue from Europe; cross between hypoleuca and „Halcyon‟; pointed, chalky 

blue leaves; lav flowers. 

16.00 

BELL BOTTOM BLUES L; blue green leaves with good substance; near white flowers. 20.00 

BELL RINGER S; stable margined form of „Liberty Bell‟, green leaves with a white margin and dark purple flowers. 18.00 

BETCHERS BLUE Medium; deep blue-green becoming deep dark green by August; thick substance; pale lav flowers 9.00 

BIGFOOT Large; deep blue-green color; thick substance; near-white flowers in June-July. 12.00 
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BIG DADDY L; round, puckered, blue leaves; pest resistant; med to slow growth rate; pale lav flowers early 

summer 

10.00 

BIG MAMA L; blue-green, cupped, pointed leaves; med to slow growth rate, near white flowers early summer 10.00 

BILL‟S DRESS BLUES Dwarf/Small; blue leaves – a real cutie! Lav flowers.  12.00 

BINGO M; (Belle Gardens, 1993); thick corrugated blue-green foliage bordered by a 1.5” wide band of gold; 

seedling from „Tokudama Aureonebulosa‟; lav flowers in late spring. 

16.00 

*BIRCHWOOD PARKY‟S GOLD Medium; Gold; Gold leaves hold color until frost; fairly sun tolerant; fast growth rate; lav flowers. 6.00 

BITSY GOLD Small; wonderful long narrow gold leaves; lav flowers in late summer. 8.00 

BIX BLUES L; (R. Simmering); dense mound of incredibly blue foliage, oval-shaped, thick substance; hybrid of 

„Halcyon X sieboldiana „Elegans‟; med to slow growth rate; convention plant for 2007 MRHS in 

Davenport, Iowa; whitish flowers in July. 

15.00 

BLACK HILLS Large; very dark green; round, puckered, heavy textured; med to fast growth rate.  Lav flowers. 10.00 

BLAZE OF GLORY L; (E. Elslager); lemon gold; slightly wavy; good substance; med growth rate; near white flowers in 

July 

18.00 

BLAZING SADDLES M-L; (T. Avent, 2000); beautiful bold seedling from „Blue Unbrellas‟; large oblong leaves with wide 

creamy edge; lav flowers in midseason. 

14.00 

BLIZZARD L; streaked form size of „Sum and Substance‟ with white margins, and white streaks in the center. 35.00 

*BLUE ANGEL L; deep blue; huge, heavily textured; creates a lush, tropical look; white flowers in summer; med 

growth rate. Shade to ¾ sun. 

12.00 

BLUE ARROW M; misty blue leaves point outward appearing to be arrows; medium growth rate.  White flowers 9.00 

BLUE BARON M; (Deckert, 2005); blue-green; thick substance, Tardiana-type; forms a flat, spreading mound; slug 

resistance; slow growth rate; lav flowers late summer. 

16.00 

BLUE BELLE Small; Blue; Bluish leaves.  Similar to `Blue Cadet.‟  Mauve-lilac flowers. 8.00 

BLUE BETTY LOU Medium; Blue; deeply cupped; thick substance; lav flowers early to late July; medium growth rate. 14.00 

BLUE BLAZES L; blue-green; heavily corrugated; good substance; near-white flowers from late June into July; med 

to fast growth rate. 

9.00 

BLUE BLUSH Small; blue lanceolate leaves with lav bell-shaped flowers. 10.00 

BLUE CHIP S; (Benedict/Olson); petite clump, heart-shaped blue leaves, good substance; lav flowers late in 

season. 

14.00 

BLUE CLOWN Mini; (J.&D. Benedict, Stratton, 1996); Blue-green; white flowers, good grower 20.00 

BLUE DANUBE S; blue; Tardiana hybrid; one of the bluest hosta; thick substance, slow growth rate; rounded foliage 

retains its blue color into late summer; lav flowers. 

11.00 

BLUE DIAMOND M; blue; Tardiana hybrid; slug resistant; one of the largest tardianas; medium growth rate; lav 

flowers in late July. 

10.00 

BLUE DIMPLES M; very blue puckered leaves, heavy substance; Tardiana hybrid; med growth rate. Lav flowers in 

July.  Partial to deep shade. 

8.00 

BLUE DOLPHIN L; (R. Sawyer, NR); seedling of „Sea Mermaid‟; rounded, heart-shaped leaves, heavily impressed 

veins, unique blue-green color especially noticeable in lower light, pale lav flowers in summer.  

16.00 

BLUE EDGER S-M; blue-green leaves with great substance; from Bowden‟s Hostas in Devon, England. 14.00 

BLUE FLAME M; variegated sport of „Fragrant Blue‟; smooth heart-shaped leaves; blue-green, framed by a variable 

yellow border; near white fragrant flowers; good growth rate. 

18.00 

BLUE HAWAII L; (Petryszyn, 1999); blue upright vase-shaped , displays wonderful corrugated leaves with  classic 

hear-shape leaf; white flowers early summer. Olga Petryszyn is one of my favorite hybridizers!! 

17.00 

BLUE ICE S; blue-green; heavily corrugated; thick substance; slow growth rate; white flowers late July - Aug. 12.00 

BLUE IVORY M; stunning „Halcyon‟ sport with a blue center surrounded by a very wide creamy white margin! 18.00 

BLUE JAY S-M; this Herb Benedict has an intense blue coloration, perhaps the bluest of any hosta; leaves are 

heart shaped; excellent substance; lav flowers; highly rated; very garden worthy. 

15.00 

BLUE LOLLIPOP S; heart-shaped blue leaves with great substance; pale lav blooms. 15.00 

*BLUE MAMMOTH Very Large; blue; foliage is of heavy corrugated substance.  One of the largest hostas.  Rapid grower; 

pale lav flowers.  Shade to ¾ sun. 

12.00 

BLUE MONDAY Small; heart shaped green leaves with good substance; lav flowers.  15.00 

BLUE MOON Dwarf; somewhat flattened clump of rich blue-green heart-shaped leaves; white flowers. 10.00 

BLUE MOUSE EARS D; small round gray-green leaves; thick substance; lav flowers on short scapes in mid-summer. 

Cutie! 2008 Hosta of the year!! 

12.00 

BLUE PLATE SPECIAL M; thick blue leaves, slightly cupped, and held horizontally. Pure white flower in early summer. 13.00 

BLUE RIVER M-L; (Reath/Klehm); sport of „True Blue‟; heart-shaped, blue-green leaves with greenish-yellow 

edge; lav flowers. 

15.00 

BLUE SHADOWS M; pale green with blue edge; Tokudama `Aureo-nebulosa‟ sport with chartreuse to pale green 

shading in center of  blue-margined leaves; slow growth rate; excellent slug resistance; near white 

flowers in June. 

14.00 
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BLUE SLIVER S; hybrid of H. „Dorset Blue‟, wedge-shaped leaves; good substance; pale lav flowers in late summer. 13.00 

BLUE SOPHISTIFICATION M; (Q&Z, 2000); blue sport of „Lakeside Sophistication‟; excellent growth rate; lav flowers in July. 10.00 

*BLUE UMBRELLAS L; blue-green; mature leaves almost navy blue; changing to dark green by early summer; good texture 

and substance; rapid grower; slug resistant; med growth rate; lav flowers late.  Will tolerate sun. 

10.00 

BLUE VISION Large; upright space-saver shape, heavy-textured power blue leaves. White flowers. 12.00 

BLUE WEDGWOOD S; blue; tardiana hybrid with wedge shaped leaves; slug resistant; good growth rate; lav flowers in 

July. 

10.00 

BLUE WHIRLS Medium, very blue, holds leaves upright; white flowers 10.00                        

BOBCAT M; (Meyer); sport from Wolverine; thick green leaves, very wide creamy-white border, excellent 

vigor; lav flowers midsummer. 

25.00 

BOB DEANE M-L; blue-green, heavily substanced leaves circled by a ruffled border. Streaky creamy-yellow edge 

turns lighter in mid-summer. Pure white flowers in July. 

10.00 

BOB OLSON S; (H. & D. Benedict, 1995); named after former American Hosta Society President from Minnesota; 

fast growing; features narrow green leaves edged with a wide creamy-yellow margin that ages to 

white; purple flowers in late summer. 

12.00 

BOLD EDGER Medium; wide margin that changes from yellow to white; medium green center; good substance; 

medium growth rate; lav flowers early to mid-July. 

8.00 

BOLD RIBBONS S; green lance-shaped with creamy margin. Violet flowers in midsummer. 8.00 

BOTTOM LINE Large; green-centered sport of „Sum and Substance‟ with a thin gold margin, similar to „Sum It Up‟. 14.00                         

BRAVE AMHERST Medium; blue-green leaves are encircled by a bright gold margin; near white flowers. This plant 

forms an impressive clump that warrants a special place in the landscape. 

13.00 

BRENDA‟S BEAUTY M; lemon-yellow with green edges; a sport of „Gold Standard‟. Brilliant spring color! Lav flowers. 12.00 

BRESSINGHAM BLUE M-L; blue-green foliage; good substance; makes an impressive clump; white flowers. 8.00 

BRIDAL VEIL M; (B. Hird); green center, wavy wide, creamy white margin; med to fast growth rate; pale lav 

flowers in July. Beautiful, graceful plant! 

15.00 

BRIDEGROOM M; dark green shiny triangular leaves that slope downward while the twisted tip turns up; lav flowers. 12.00 

*BRIGHT GLOW M; creamy gold leaves; heavy substance.  Needs some sun to color; medium growth rate; tardiana 

group; slug resistance.  White flowers early summer. 

8.00 

*BRIGHT LIGHTS M; heavily puckered yellowleaves with blue-green margins. An improved tokudama `Aureo-

nebulosa‟; white flowers in early summer; shade to ½ sun. 

12.00 

BROTHER RONALD Medium; intensely blue foliage; dense clusters of near white flowers. 10.00 

BROTHER STEPHAN L; (O. Petryszyn, 1998); boasts large, heavily corrugated gold leaves with a wide dark green margin; 

moderate grower; near white flowers in early summer. A spectacular hosta named for Olga‟s brother 

on his 50th birthday. Phenomenal!! 

22.00 

BUCKSHAW BLUE Medium-Blue, cupped, heavy texture, rugose; near white flowers. 10.00 

CALYPSO Small; narrow, lance-shaped leaves; creamy white with lime green margins; lav flowers. 14.00 

CAMELOT Medium; bright blue color; blade nearly heart-shaped; thick substance; medium to slow growth rate; 

excellent slug resistance; tardiana hybrid; near-white flowers mid-July into August. 

10.00 

CAMEO Dwarf; (H. Hanson/Shady Oaks Nursery, 2002); last in the series of variegated miniature hostas 

derived from „Baby Bunting‟; reverse variegation pattern of „Pandora‟s Box‟; tiny round green leaves 

edged with a creamy-white edge; lav flowers in early summer. 

15.00                         

CANDY HEART Medium; Green; Heart-shaped green leaves.  Lav flowers mid-summer. 6.00 

CAPTAIN KIRK M; fast growing sport of „Gold Standard‟; wider dark green leaves with heavier substance; gold leaf 

center. Pale lav flowers in mid-summer. 

14.00 

CAROLINA BLUE M; fast growth rate clump, that holds its rich blue color into mid-summer. Lav flowers in July. 12.00 

CAROLINA SUNSHINE S; (T. Avent, 2001); shiny, dark green center; wavy, yellow margin; fast grower; lav flowers July-

Aug. 

14.00 

CASCADES Medium; forms an upright mound with the end of each leaf cascading downward; white flowers. 15.00 

*CAT AND MOUSE Mini; (H. Hansen); thick leaves, medio-variegated sport of „Blue Mouse Ears‟, chartreuse interior 

circled by uneven blue-green margin, lighter shades of green appear where the two colors overlap, lav 

flowers in midsummer, light shade. 

18.00 

*CATHEDRAL WINDOWS L; (H. Hansen, 2005); heart-shaped leaves glow from a golden-yellow interior, wide, dark green leaf 

margin is significantly wider than the parent plant, „Stained Glass‟, essentially a bright yellow 

version of „Holy Moly‟, lg fragrant, near- white flowers in late summer, vigorous grower! Needs 

bright filtered light. 

22.00 

CELESTIAL L; (E. Elslager, 2000); dark green center with 11/2” wide, creamy white margin; heavily corrugated; 

thick substance; improvement on „Northern Halo‟ and other white-edged, Sieboldiana-types; lav 

flowers June-July. 

18.00                        

CENTER OF ATTENTION M; „Sea Prize‟ hybrid; shiny rounded leaves, narrow white center, wide green margins; pale lav 

flowers. 
18.00 
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CHAIN LIGHTNING M; (Ward); superb grower with thick gray-green leaves, irregular yellow to creamy-white center; lav 

flowers in midsummer. 
18.00 

CHANGE OF HEART 

 

VS; (Shady Oaks/Hansen, NR); sprt of „Cheatin Heart‟, small heart-shaped variegated leaves, yellow 

center with wide edge, unique green pattern that shadows between the yellow center and white 

margin, making the yellow appear more distinct; lav flowers. 

20.00 

*CHARTREUSE WIGGLES D; Chartreuse to med gold depending upon light level; narrow ruffled foliage; makes interesting 

edging plant.  Rapid grower; thin substance.  Small hosta award winner. Purple stripped flowers in 

August.  Shade to ¾ sun. 

8.00 

CHEATIN HEART Small; A fairly new mini with small gold, heart-shaped leaves. Forms a tight little mound with 

interesting form and good color. Excellent rock garden plant. Flowers are lav pink. 
10.00 

CHELSEA ORE Center is lighter than the edge, white flowers. 20.00 

CHERISH Dwarf; sport of H. Baby Bunting. Features round leaves with a streaky yellow center which fades to 

near-white by mid-summer. Tiny purple bell-shaped flowers by mid-summer. 
16.00 

CHERRY TART S; prominent “lipstick red” leaf petioles, emerges bight chartreuse, brightens to a glowing yellow; 

wedge-shaped leaves; lav flowers in midsummer. 

22.00 

CHERUB S; upright, lanceolate, chartreuse-centered, green edge leaves, turning green in summer. Lav flowers. 10.00 

CHESAPEAKE BAY L; (Petryszyn, 2004); blue “oyster-shaped” leaves reminding the breeder of underwater plants in a 

current when the leaves are moved by the wind. Near white flowers in midsummer. 

18.00 

CHESTERLAND GOLD M; pale green, petioles covered with red dots; lav flowers on dark red scapes in Sept; med growth 

rate. 

10.00 

CHOO CHOO TRAIN Large; from a North Carolina gardener with a 2 mile railroad track in his landscape! Thick gold 

ruffled leaves. Near white flowers in summer.  An awesome specimen plant! 

15.00 

CHRISTMAS CANDY M; sport of „Night Before Christmas‟; narrow green margins; creamy white center; vigorous; lav 

flowers. 

16.00 

CHRISTMAS COOKIES M; (Q&Z); sport of „Night Before Christmas‟; much wider, white leaf center; dark green center; good 

vigor; average substance; med growth rate; lav flowers July-Aug. 

19.00 

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS L; green center with lighter edge; white flowers. 25.00 

CHRISTMAS PAGEANT M; (M. Pinterics, 2000); dramatic sport of „Christmas Tree‟ boasts a much wider creamy-white 

margin than the parent plant; pale lav flowers in early summer. 

16.00                         

CHRISTMAS TREE L; dark green center with white margin; heavily corrugated; thick substance; medium growth rate.  

Lav flowers late June into late July. 

12.00 

CINDERELLA L; (Q&Z); sport of a seedling of „Dorothy Benedict‟; gold-margined, green-centered; thick 

substance; med to slow growth rate; near-white flowers in June. 

18.00 

CIRRUS CLOUDS (Winterberry 2006); unusual hosta with white streaks on a yellow background; sport of the hosta 

„June Gold Sport‟. 

20.00 

CITATION Small - Medium green, white margin, ovate, wavy-undulate; white flowers. 10.00 

CITY LIGHTS Very large - upright, bright gold and medium bell-shaped white flowers. 14.00 

CLAUSA NORMALIS Green, dark lav flowers. 6.00 

CLEAR FORK RIVER VALLEY L; (Van Wade); dark green; heavily corrugated; thick substance; slug resistance; med to slow growth 

rate; lav flowers late June. 

NFS 

CLIFFORD‟S COMET M; improved version of Revolution, with green leaves, prominent speckled white center. 14.00 

CLIMAX Large; sport of „High Noon‟; wonderful upright form, thick corrugated dark green leaves edged by 

bright gold border. Lav flowers in early summer. 

16.00 

CLOWN‟S  COLLAR S; (Dean); lovely blue leaf of superior substance, edged with pale yellow border, later turns white, 

low dense mound, edged sport of „Dorset Clown‟, lav flowers in July. 

24.00 

COCONUT CUSTARD VS; (Solberg,2007); seedling of „Blue Cadet‟ x „Ones Man‟s Treasure‟, this amazing little beauty 

features waxy yellow-green leaves, bright purple petioles that extend up into the leaf; orchid flowers 

mid season 

22.00 

CODY Small; shiny green heart shaped leaves.  Deep lav flowers in June. 12.00 

COLOR A LA MODE L; (Elslager); dark green margins often streak into the creamy white center; thick substance; med to 

slow growth rate; lav flowers in July. 

NFS 

COOKIE CRUMBS Mini; very attractive, green center, white margin; ovate blade shape; med to fast growth rate; purple 

flowers in July. „Tiny Tears‟ sport. 

16.00 

COLUMBUS CIRCLE Medium, yellow to creamy white margin surrounds a green center; pale lav flowers 10.00 

CORKSCREW S; (R. Solberg,2003); one of the most distinct green hostas to hit the market in years! Considered a 

“hybridizer‟s breakthrough,” (H. „Tortifrons‟ x „One Man‟s Treasure‟), features glossy, dark green 

leaves that are twisted and curled like „Tortifrons‟, pale lav flowers in mid autumn. 

18.00 

COUNTRY MOUSE Minature; (H. Hansen); displays tiny heart-shaped, blue-green leaves encircled with a pure white 

margin; sport of “Bill Dress‟s Blue”; foliage is set close to the ground; lav flowers in midsummer. 

17.00 

C0WRIE M; upright narrow leaves; unusual look like no other hosta! Each green leaf is rolled and folded into 

a tube shape.  A white margin borders the outside of leaf; lav flowers. 

10.00 

CRACKER CRUMBS S; mound of bright shiny gold foliage with a dark green edge, good substance and fast growth rate. 

Pretty lav flowers in July. A sport of „Shiny Penny‟. Perfect for troughs. 

13.00 
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CRATER‟S HEART D; hosta from Japan, gold center on green leaves.  Small heart shaped leaves that are elongated. 28.00 

CREAM CHEESE S; A compact plant with rounded, medium green leaves with a creamy white margin. Violet flowers. 15.00 

CREPE SOUL Mini; (Naylor Creek); creamy-white edge with dark green center; dark lav flowers. 13.00 

CREPE SUZETTE  Dwarf; Green with white edge often streaks into the dark green center; forms a very low mound; 

average substance; medium growth rate; lav flowers in July. 

9.00 

CRESTED SURF Medium; green with yellow margins; narrow, rippled green leaves with yellow margins; ripples 

extend down petiole; fast growth rate. Purple flowers in August. 

8.00 

CRUSADER M; yellow to creamy white margins; dark green center; rounded blade; develops corrugation with 

age; blade also somewhat wavy; good substance; medium growth rate; lav flowers late July into Aug. 

10.00 

CRYSTAL TIARA M; sport of „Grand Tiara‟ forming a mound of light green leaves with creamy-yellow centers; has 

heavy substance; puple flowers in midsummer. 

18.00 

CURLEW Medium; with blue heart-shaped leaves. Lav flowers. 10.00 

CUTTING EDGE Medium; displays a fountain of ruffled leaf margins arched and folded to reveal their white backs. 

Blue-green leaves; lav flower in late summer. 

15.00 

DAB A GREEN L; tissue culture sport of  „Sun Power‟ found at Q & Z Nursery; differs from other green-edged „Sun 

Power‟ sports by its narrower, but distinct, margin; pale lav flowers in July; med growth rate. 

18.00 

DANCE WITH ME Medium-Large; reverse form of „Summer Music‟; heavy textured, yellow heart-shaped leaf is framed 

with a dark green margin. Pale lav flowers in late summer. 

16.00 

DANCING IN THE RAIN L; sport of „Blue Umbrellas‟; white center surrounded by bluish-green leaves; thick substance; pale 

lav flowers. 

16.00 

DANCING QUEEN L; vigorous grower; broad wedge-shaped leaves, bright yellow with wonderful rippled edge; lav 

flowers midsummer. 

20.00 

DARK SHADOWS L; (J. Hansen, 2004); features thick heart-shaped leaves with a gently ruffled edge; in early spring the 

emerging blue leaves have an uneven chartreuse-yellow margin that changes to green by early 

summer; pale lav flowers in early summer. 

18.00 

DARK STAR Medium; Narrow blue leaves edged in cream, forming a full, arching clump.  Lav flowers. 10.00 

DARWIN‟S STANDARD Medium; sport of „Gold Standard‟; center is lighter than the edge of the leaf. 14.00 

DAWN‟S EARLY LIGHT Medium; in spring, brilliant lemon-yellow heart-shaped leaves are wonderfully ruffled and 

corrugated; leaves darken to chartreuse-green. Light lav flowers in early summer. 

16.00 

*DAYBREAK Medium; gold; fluorescent gold leaves; slow starter; sun and pest resistant; thick substance; lav 

flowers in July.  Shade to ½ sun. 

11.00 

DAYS END L; wide gold margins with medium green center.  Lav flowers in August.  Med to fast growth rate 13.00 

DEEP BLUE SEA S-Med; unique with very round corrugated blue leaves; near white flowers in mid-summer. Cutie!  15.00 

DEEP POCKETS M; (B. Hird); med to dark green; heavily corrugated; good substance; deeply cupped; semi-upright 

mound; med to fast growth rate; lav flowers in July. 

16.00 

*DEE‟S GOLDEN JEWEL M; bright golden leaves; good substance; very sun tolerant; white flowers 14.00                        

DEJA BLU (Walters Gardens); sport of „Blue Boy‟; blue-green foliage with a cream lightning bolt that dances 

between the center of the leaf and the yellow margin; light lav flowers; unique!!! 

13.00 

DELTA DAWN Large; puckered green leaves with a creamy white margin. Pale lav flowers. 16.00 

DESIGNER GENES M; (A. Wrede); bright gold; red petioles; med to fast growth rate; purple flowers in July; crimson red 

scapes. 
16.00 

DEVON GREEN Medium; shiny, leathery, dark green form of „Halcyon‟; lav flowers in late summer. 8.00 

DEW DROP D; Green with white margin; heavy textured, dark green with cream-white margins; white flowers. 7.00 

DIANA REMEMBERED Medium; green with white edge; white flowers. White edged Seventh Heaven 12.00 

DIAMOND TIARA M; green with cream-white edge; average substance; med to fast growth; lav flowers mid-July into 

early Aug. 

8.00 

DICK WARD Medium; green edge gold center; violet flowers. 16.00 

DIVA Large; gold heart-shaped leaves; thick substance; lav flowers in early summer.  17.00 

DIXIE CHICKADEE Mini; (T. Avent, 1999); small, thick, glossy green foliage, surrounded by a creamy white margin. The 

edge color has tiny green flecks inside the white; hybrid of „Masquerade‟ X „Invincible‟; lav flowers 

in Aug. 

17.00 

DON STEVENS M; shiny foliage with creamy yellow margins that may streak into dark green center; purple flowers. 10.00 

DORSET BLUE Small; Blue; powdery blue, puckered, cup-shaped leaves; heavily corrugated; thick substance; very 

slug resistance; tardiana hybrid; slow growth rate.  White flowers mid to late August. 

10.00 

DOUBLOONS Medium; Gold; all gold sport of `Alvatine Taylor‟; good substance; near white flowers. 10.00 

DRAGON TAILS Mini; (Zumbar); forms a fast growing clump of long, narrow yellow leaves with a wonderful 

miniature wavy edge; lav flowers in midsummer. 

16.00 

DREAM QUEEN Sport of „Great Expectations‟ which is similar to „Thunderbolt‟; large, nearly round, corrugated, 

bluish-green leaves with a narrow, creamy white center; white flowers. 

15.00 
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DRESS BLUES M; sport of halcyon, wonderful wedge-shaped leaves edged by a narrow creamy-white edge; lav 

flowers in mid-summer. 

12.00 

DUST DEVIL Medium; dark green centered leaves, wide margins that changes from chartreuse to creamy white by 

mid-summer; medium growth rate; lav flowers 

14.00 

DUSTY WATERS M; (Naylor Creek); all blue sport of „Lakeside Cupcake‟, vigorous grower, thick “dusty” blue, heart-

shaped leaves, low dense mound, slug resistance; lav flowers. 

14.00 

EAGLE‟S NEST Large; sport of „Sum and Substance‟, with dark green, deeply cupped leaves with wide golden 

margins and especially heavy substance. Pale lav flowers. 

36.00 

EARTH ANGEL Large; comes from „Blue Angel‟; heart-shaped blue-green leaves with wide creamy-white border. 

Destined to be a show stopper! Pale lav flowers early summer. 2009 Hosta of the year!! 

15.00 

EBB TIDE Large; upright growth habit; smaller version of montana „Aureo-Marginata‟; narrow rippled leaves 

that cascade downward; streaky yellow margin. Near white flowers in early summer. 

14.00 

EDGE OF NIGHT Large; fine dark green clump, with leaves held quite erect; lav flowers. 10.00 

EL CAPITAN Large; Green with cream margins; Heavily corrugated; good substance; round, dark green leaves 

have a creamy yellow margin.  Slug resistant; medium growth rate.  Lav flowers midsummer. 

10.00 

EL NINO M; sport of „Halcyon‟; blue leaves edged by a crisp white border; good substance; lav flowers. 15.00 

ELEANOR LACHMAN S; (B. & E. Lachman); white center, green margin that often streaks into center; lav flowers in July. 24.00                         

ELVIS LIVES Medium; unique hosta from Tony Avent‟s cross of „Peter Pan‟ and „Green Fountain‟; beautiful 

narrow blue leaves arch downward with wavy margin; lav flowers. 

10.00 

EMERALD NECKLACE M; (Kuk); twisted green leaves with a creamy-yellow center in spring; lav flowers. 14.00 

EMERALD RUFF CUT M; sport of Mildred Seaver‟s „Sea Angel Wings‟, gold center with a rippled, ½” wide, emerald green 

margin; pale lavender flowers in July; med growth rate. 
15.00 

EMERALD TIARA S–M; gold with green margins; reverse `Golden Tiara‟; vigorous; average substance; purple flowers 

mid-July into early Aug. 

8.00 

EMILY DICKINSON M; green with irregular creamy margin; average substance.  Fragrant lav flowers in July and August. 11.00 

EMPRESS WU Extra Large; one of the largest hostas in commerce; makes a tremendous focal point! Huge, thick, 

dark green, deeply veined leaves form a massive up-right clump; pale reddish violet flowers. 

21.00 

ENCORE S; bright golden leaves; lav flowers. 16.00                         

ENGLISH SUNRISE Medium; sport of „June‟. Mound of gold foliage with lav flowers from late July. 13.00 

ENTERPRISE M; (Q&Z); sport of „Captain Kirk‟; creamy white center with a green margin; better than average 

substance; med to fast growth rate; lav flowers in July. 

16.00 

ERIE MAGIC L; sport of 'Midwest Magic', rounded, heart-shaped leaves, medium green with gold margin. Lav 

flowers. 
10.00 

ESTRELLITA Dwarf; Yellow leaves 10.00 

ETERNAL FLAME Medium; selection of „Whirlwind‟ was named because the center variegation holds its white 

variegation better. Lav flowers in mid-summer. 
16.00 

EVERLASTING LOVE Medium; wide cream yellow to white margin, bluish green center turning rich dark green by mid-

summer.  Lav flowers in July.  Medium growth rate. 

13.00 

EXTASY S-M; (H. Hansen); creamy-white wedged shaped leaves, margined with wide, blue-green edge, flashy 

variegation, upright growth habit, lav flowers midsummer. A „Sweet Susan Streaked x (longpipes x 

„Blush Blush‟) hybrid. 

16.00 

EYE CATCHER M; yellow leaves, light green edge; lav flowers. 18.00 

EYE DECLARE Med; (Walters Gardens); sport of „Sea Fire‟; brilliant light yellow leaves emerge with a deep green 

margin in spring; center greens up a bit in summer; lav flowers. 

18.00 

FAIR MAIDEN S-M; cream edged version of `Amber Maiden‟; foliage emerges in the spring with yellowish-white 

margin eventually turning white; dark green leaf centers; lav flowers midsummer. 

10.00 

*FAITH L; (Dean, 1999); thick, rounded, gold leaves, fantastic corrugation, vigorous clump; near-white 

flowers in early summer. Needs morning sun to lightly filtered shade. 

22.00 

FAITHFUL HEART D; (Kirk Brill);  green edged sport of „Cheatin Heart‟; lav flowers; med to fast grower. Very cute!! 14.00 

FAN DANCE M; medio-variegated hosta from the Benedict collection has yellow leaves, green margin; pale lav 

flowers. 

11.00 

FANTABULOUS Med; (Elslager, 1999); sparkling deep green, slightly rippled leaves edged with a broad creamy-white 

margin. Lav flowers in mid-summer. 

12.00 

FANTASTIC Medium; bluish green color heavily corrugated and unruly blade; thick substance; slow growth rate; 

near-white flowers mid-June into July. 

15.00                         

FANTASY ISLAND S; (B. Solberg); sport of „Island Charm‟; much wider dark green margins; yellow center early 

changing to creamy white; slightly wavy; med to fast growth rate; pale purple flowers in July. 

16.00 

*FAT CAT L; (Ward); from „Sagae‟, rounded gold leaves, some corrugation, vase –shaped, near-white flowers. NFS 

FATAL ATTRACTION Med; pointed green leaves with creamy-yellow margins; lav blooms. 13.00 

FINAL SUMMATION L; (Solberg, 2008); dark green-edged leaf, sport of „Sum and Substance‟, leaves are huge, round and 

slightly cupped; lav flowers in July. 

NFS 
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FIRE & ICE Medium - Pure white leaves with very dark green margins; heavy leaf substance; lav flowers. 13.00 

FIRE ISLAND S; (W. Brincka, 1998); brilliant yellow leaves accented by light red petioles with red coloration 

extending into the base of the leaves; lav flowers in mid-summer. 

18.00 

FIREWORKS D; (Walters Gardens); miniaturized sport of „Loyalist‟; narrow, stiff, upright foliage; deep green 

margins and creamy white centers; lav flowers. Cutie! 

14.00 

FIRST FROST M; (P. Scolnik/B. Solberg, 2002); fantastic sport of „Halcyon‟; blue leaves edged by a creamy-yellow 

margine that changes to creamy-white by mid-summer; lav flowers in late summer. This durable 

hosta received its name because it looks great until autumn‟s “first frost”! 2010 hosta of the year!! 

15.00 

FIRST MATE S; (J. Machen Jr., 2003); improved „Kabitan‟ features long wavy leaves; improved vigor due to wider 

dark green leaf margin; clump is more upright; variegation more pronounce; dark lav flowers in 

midsummer. 

16.00 

*FIVE O‟CLOCK SHADOW L; (Solberg); sport of H. 'High Noon'; subtle but brightly colored hosta with light corrugation and 

good substance. Gold leaves that become lighter as time passes are framed with a 1" med green 

margin. The clump is taller than average; light lavender flowers early in the season. Great for that 

spot in the garden that gets a couple hours of strong light around noon but avoid hot afternoon sun.  

18.00 

FLAMBOYANT Medium; cream yellow on light green.  Unstable. 30.00 

FLEMISH GOLD M; (Eechaute); gold seedling from „Salute‟, comes from Belgium, thick leaves, smooth finish, gently 

rippled, upright manner, vigorous; near-white flowers in midsummer. 

22.00 

FLEMISH SKY M; (Van Eechaute); very glaucous blue leaves, wavy margins lightly cupped, strong grower; pale lav 

flowers. 

18.00 

FLOWER POWER L; Green; semi-upright mound of shiny bright green foliage; 4‟ scapes of fragrant pale lav flowers. 10.00 

FOREST FIRE M; wavy-edged chartreuse leaves darkened by blue veining; broad, creamy-gold margins; white 

flowers with purple tinge. 

16.00 

FOREST SHADOWS S; heart-shaped green leaves that are margined in dark blue-green; sport of „Gum Drop‟; lav flowers. 15.00 

FORMAL ATTIRE Large; consistently 1” wide margins change from yellow to creamy white by mid-season; medium 

green center; good substance; lav, funnel shaped flowers. 

10.00 

FORT KNOX Large; improves on „Gold Regal‟ in having a brighter gold color and better substance; outstanding 

background or specimen plant. Lav flowers mid-July into August. 

15.00 

*fortunei ALBO-MARGINATA M; Green with white border; green leaves with narrow white border; lav flowers early summer.  Good 

for pots. Needs moist shade. Shade to ¾ sun. Also known as `Silver Crown‟ and `Marginato-albo.‟ 

6.00 

*fortunei `Albo-picta‟ aka 

„fortunei Aureomaculata” 

M; light green with dark green margin in spring; large pointed leaves; pinkish flowers; good for pots. 

(Also known as `Aureo-maculata.)  Shade to ¾ sun. 

6.00 

*fortunei AUREO-MARGINATA Medium; yellow-gold margin on a dark, spinach-green leaf.  Pale purple flowers early spring.  Shade 

to ¾ sun.  Emerges late in spring. 

6.00 

Fortunei HYACINTHINA L; great for mass plantings; broad, firm, heart-shaped leaves are deep grey-green on top and glaucous 

blue below; highly slug resistant; pale lav flowers. 

6.00 

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH L; (A. Malloy); sport of „Green Fountain‟; vase-shaped mound of heavily rippled white margin; med 

green center; shiny; better than average substance; med growth rate; lav flowers Aug-Sept. 

18.00 

FRAGRANT BLUE M; Deep blue foliage; med growth rate. Blue flower buds open to white fragrant flowers in July. 12.00 

*FRAGRANT BOUQUET M; green with yellow edge; broad, wavy, variegated, apple green base with wide, irregular, light 

yellow margins; rapid grower; sun resistant; average substance; extremely fragrant white flowers 

mid-August into early September. 1998 American Hosta Growers Hosta of the year. 

12.00 

FRAGRANT DREAM L; (M. Fransen) sport of „Fragrant Bouquet‟; has a much darker green center; ¼” wide creamy yellow 

margin; average substance; fast growth rate; fragrant pale lav flowers in Aug. 

12.00 

FRAGRANT FIRE A variegated form of „Old Faithful‟; large glossy, green leaves with creamy yellow margin are held in 

an upright position; petioles and flower scapes have reddish tones; fragrant, white flowers. 

12.00 

FRAGRANT GOLD Medium; Wide, gold, heavy substance leaves.  White, fragrant flowers. 10.00 

*FRANCEE M; green with white margin; forest-green heart-shaped leaves with narrow white margins; white 

margin holds up well in full sun and shade; lav flowers late summer. Good for pots. Emerges late. 

Fast grower. 

7.00 

FRANCES WILLIAMS Large; blue-green, round, puckered leaves with golden borders heavily corrugated; thick substance 

slow growth rate; white flowers early summer. Slug resistant. 

8.00 

FRIAR TUCK L; (J. Schwarz); medium green center; 2” wide chartreuse margin; thick substance; sport of „Sum It 

Up‟; lav flowers in August; medium growth rate. 

24.00                         

FRIED BANANAS Large shiny gold clump; sport of „Fragrant Bouquet‟; white, fragrant flowers. 11.00 

FRIED GREEN TOMATOES Large,  open mound of tomato green foliage; fragrant lav flowers[ 10.00 

FRIENDS S-M; vigorous spritzer seedling emerges chartreuse and brightens to yellow; rippled leaves have 

slight twist at the end; lav flowers with white throats in late summer. 

18.00 

*FRINGE BENEFIT L; heart-shaped leaves; green with white margins; rapid grower; pale lav flowers in early summer.  

Shade to full sun. 

8.00 

FROSTED DIMPLES S; (D. Dean, 1999); thick, elongated heart-shaped leaves edged with a crisp, creamy border; leaves 

have a “pebbled” surface; holds blue coloration well; near white flowers in mid-summer. 

15.00                         
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FROSTED JADE Very Large; dark blue-green, frosted foliage with white, wide margins; good substance; medium 

growth rate.  White flowers early to late July. 

13.00 

FROZEN MARGARITA L; (Solberg 2003); sport of „Fried Bananas‟; very shiny gold leaves with a pure white margin 

followed by light lavender, very fragrant flowers in August; rapid growth rate. Cool and refreshing. 

Served only with salt! 

      18.00 

FROSTED MOUSE EARS Dwarf; (Q & Z Nursery); tissue culture sport of „Royal Mouse Ears‟; wide, creamy white margin, 

bluish green center, thick substance, attractive purple flowers, slow growth rate; high level of 

distinction, making it a premier dward-sized plant for the shade garden! 

20.00 

FUJIBOTAN M; (Japan, NR); beautiful double lavender flowers warrants its use as a specimen in the garden; 

established clumps are capable of producing stems with over 50 flowers on each stem. 

13.00 

GALA M; green lanceolate leaves edged and occasionally streaked with butterscotch yellow. Late blooming, 

from H. tardiflora.  Purple flowers. 

9.00 

GARDEN PARTY L; impressive vase-shaped mound of gold-centered, green-edged foliage; near white flowers in June-

July; medium growth rate. Spectacular specimen plant! 
20.00                         

GARDEN TREASURE M-L; wide gold margin, dark green center; pale lav flowers late June into July. Med growth rate. 13.00 

GAY BLADE S-M; gray-green lance-shaped leaves with wavy edges; white margin that streaks a bit into the center. 

Lav flowers. 
9.00 

GEISHA Small; variegated hosta with glossy narrow, twisted chartreuse leaves and wide green margin;  light 

purple flowers in mid summer 

12.00 

GEMINI MOON M; (V. Wade); sport of „Abiqua Moonbeam‟ with significantly wider, gold margins; med green 

center; good substance; med growth rate; pale lav flowers mid July-Aug. 

16.00 

GEORGIA SWEETHEART M?; deep gold-centered sport of „American Sweetheart‟; much better color than the parent, but will 

fade to cream by the end of the season. 

NFS 

GHOST M; comes up in spring creamy white then gradually turning green – very different! 18.00 

GHOST SPIRIT M; heart shaped, blue-green margin; misted green and white center that changes to green by mid-

summer; spectacular misted sport of „Valentine Lace‟; excellent growth! Pale lav flower by mid-

summer. 

18.00 

GIN AND TONIC Medium; A „Willaim Lachman‟ hybrid with chartreuse to gold leaves with a narrow white margin. 15.00 

GINKO CRAIG Small; narrow green leaves with white margins.  Forms a neat clump; average substance. Fast 

grower.  Does well in a pot.  Lav orchid-like flowers early to mid-August. 

6.00 

GINSU KNIFE M; (2002 Solberg);  unique, wide, irregularly cream colored margined seedling of 'Iron Gate 

Supreme' and 'Green Fountain' with serrate margins and white fragrant flowers; the arching leaves 

have large undulations and some twisting; med growth rate; unique. 

20.00 

GLORIOSA Medium; dark green with thin white margin: cup shaped leaves; lav flowers 15.00 

*GLORIOUS S; (Livingston); from „Raspberry Sorbet‟; fast growing, thick, smooth, bright shiny undulating 

leaves, turning brilliant yellow in sun; base of the buds and length of the scapes are vibrant red; lav 

flowers. 

20.00 

GLORY HALLELUJAH M; (Hans Hansen, 2007); reverse variegated sport of the classic „Paul‟s Glory‟; broad dark blue-

green heart-shaped leaves margined by yellow edge; lav flowers midsummer; good growth rate.  

16.00 

GOLD DROP Small; gold heart-shaped leaf; good edger; lav flowers. 6.00 

*GOLD EDGER S; chartreuse to gold, heart-shaped, textured leaves. Rapid grower forms a neat dense mound.  Sun 

and pest resistant.  Lots of lav flowers in midsummer.  ½ to full sun. 

6.00 

*GOLD REGAL L; Gold; gold leaves rapidly develops into an upright mound.  Will stand some sun.  Purple flowers. 9.00 

*GOLD STANDARD L; leaves emerge light green with dark green margin turning gold with light green margin by 

summer; pale lav flowers mid-sum; outstanding; good for pots; hosta award winner; ¼ to ¾ sun. 

8.00 

GOLDBROOK GLORY M/L; (Bond); from Great Britain, sport of „Zounds‟, good substance on a dark green leaf with bright 

creamy border later turning white, vigorous grower; lav flowers. 

20.00 

GOLDEN BULLION Medium; Gold; A gold leaves sport of tokudama `Flavo-circinalis.‟  Grows better than `Golden 

Medallion‟; heavily corrugated; thick substance; slug resistance; slow growth rate.  Pale lav flowers 

mid-June into July. 

9.00 

GOLDEN FRIENDSHIP Medium; chartreuse becoming medium gold.  Lav flowers mid July.  Medium growth rate 12.00 

GOLDEN GATE Large; stunning new gold!  Makes a 52” wide clump of very large and thick pointed shiny golden 

foliage.  In early spring, the clumps are topped with medium lav flowers on 44” scapes. 

20.00 

GOLDEN MEADOWS M; (Holland); new sport from H. sieboldiana „Elegans‟ with an interesting color combination; leaves 

are light green with dark green margins; med green streaks between the two colors. White flowers in 

summer and similar growth habit to its parent except it does not grow as tall. 

14.00 

GOLDEN NUGGET Small/Medium; gold leaves; lav flowers. 12.00 

GOLDEN ORIOLE Medium; bright gold foliage changing to medium green; lav flowers. 12.00 

*GOLDEN SCULPTURE Very Large; Gold; Vase shaped mound of heavily corrugated and thick substance leaves.  Pest 

resistant; medium growth rate.  Whitish flowers late June into mid-July.  Can tolerate some sun. 

Soldout 

GOLDEN TEACUP Small - Yellow, cordate, cupped-rugose; white flowers. 14.00 

*GOLDEN TIARA Small; Green with gold margin; Compact, heart-shaped green leaves with yellow margins.  Rapid 

grower. Purple flowers mid-summer.  Award winner.  Shade to ¾ sun. 

6.00 
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GOLDEN TUSK L; (Q&Z); gold-leaved sport of „Woolly Mammoth‟; excellent grower in containers; med growth rate; 

thick substance; near-white flowers July. 

NFS 

GOOBER Mini - Small 13.00                         

GOSAN M; shiny green color; lightly rippled margins; deeply veined; med growth rate; purple flowers in 

Aug-Sept. 

14.00 

GOSAN GOLD MIDGET Dwarf; yellow-green leaves; lav flowers. 10.00 

GOSAN LEATHER STRAP S; shiny leaves of great substance; wide „strap-like‟ petioles; eyecatching from a distance! 10.00 

GRACILLIMA D; wiggley green leaves with ruffled margin; lav flowers in late summer. 8.00 

GRANARY GOLD Large; gold leaves that fade to creamy green; lav flowers. Soldout 

GRAND CANYON L; stunning upright vase-shaped; long ruffled, chartreuse-green leaves, heavy substance; white 

flowers.   

18.00 

*GRAND MASTER Medium; Blue-green with white margins; slightly wavy, heart-shaped, puckered leaves.  Rapid 

grower is sun and pest resistant.  Floriferous with blue-lav flowers in summer.  Shade to full sun. 

10.00 

GRAND PRIZE S; Tiara group; excellent vigor, compact growth with a very wide gold margin that quickly brightens 

to a creamy white.  In midsummer; wide clumps are topped with 2 ft. tall spikes of dark lav flowers! 

12.00 

GRAND SLAM S-M; (Benedict/Gowen, 1990); thick glossy green heart-shaped leaves; red petioles; lave flowers in 

early fall. 

14.00 

GRAND TIARA Small; similar to `Golden Tiara‟ but with a wider, more pronounced, brighter margin; purple flowers; 

a real eye-catcher; rapidly grows into a nice mound. 

9.00 

GRAY COLE Large; large leafed sieboldiana type forms an impressive, gray-green clump; lav flowers. 16.00 

GREAT AMERICAN 

EXPECTATIONS 

L; Great Expectations sport with larger leaves and a faster more uniform growth rate.  Near white 

flowers in early summer. 

20.00 

GREAT ARRIVAL L; reversed form of „Great Expectations‟; blue-green center 1/2 to 3/4 “ margin that is bright gold in 

spring, turning creamy white by mid-summer; heavily corrugated; broadly ovate blade; thick 

substance; near-white flowers June-July; med to slow growth rate. 

15.00                        

GREAT ESCAPE M; sport of H. x Tardiana „Halcyon‟; blue-green leaves with white edges; very easy to grow. 18.00 

*GREAT EXPECTATIONS L; green-blue leaves with gold center; slow growth rate.  Good substance; slug resistant; becoming 

exceedingly popular.  Sport of sieboldiana `Elegans.‟  White flowers early summer.  Shade to ¾ sun. 

14.00 

GREAT LAKES GOLD L; (D. & J. Ward); upright mound of bright gold; rippled margins; good substance; medium growth 

rate; lav flowers in July. 

18.00 

GREAT RIVER SONATA M; (Q&Z);white-margined sport of „Moonlight Sonata‟; bluish green center; better than average 

substance; med to fast growth rate; very pale bluish white flowers in July. 

20.00 

GREEN EYES Dwarf - Yellow leaves with fine green margin; similar to KABITAN but smaller; lav flowers. 10.00 

GREEN GOLD Medium; dark green leaf with smooth creamy margin; pale lav flowers. Very vigorous. 6.00 

GREEN LAMA M; (A. Malloy); green-leaved sport of „Island Charm‟; oval-shaped blade; average substance; fast 

growth rate; purple flowers in July.  

10.00 

GREEN MAUI S-M; green rounded cupped leaves, corrugated, heavy substance; violet flowers. 14.00 

GREEN MOUSE EARS D; small round green leaves; thick substance; lav flowers on short scapes in mid-summer. Cutie! 13.00 

GREEN PIECRUST Large; Green; Bright green leaves with ruffled edge form a dense compact mound; good substance; 

medium growth rate.  Cascades White flowers late June into mid-July. 

7.00 

GREEN SHEEN Large; Green; Shiny, pale green leaves.  Makes a very large mound.  White flowers late summer. 9.00 

GREEN WITH ENVY Small; Variegated leaf, center is lighter than the edge; purple flowers. 12.00 

GREENSLEEVES L; (Ward, 1999); seedling of „Pin Stripe Sister‟; creamy yellow to white-centered with dar green 

margin; med growth rate; lav flowers mid-July. 

18.00 

GREY GHOST Large; unusual sport of „Blue Angel‟; color of leaves changes from near-white to light yellow, then 

blue-green by early summer; thick substance; near-white flowers by early summer. 

17.00 

GUACAMOLE M - L; gold centered, green-margined color;; olors intensify with more light; fast growth rate; near 

white, trumpet shaped, very fragrant  flowers throughout August.  “2002 Hosta of the Year” 

13.00 

GUARDIAN ANGEL Medium to Large; misted white and green leaf center surrounded by a blue-green margin; changes to 

dark green by mid-summer.  Near white flowers from late June to mid-July.  Medium growth rate 

18.00 

GUNSMOKE L; elongated, prominently veined, wonderful ruffled edge heart-shaped leaves; lav flowers in early 

summer.  

17.00 

GYPSY ROSE Medium; mutation of H. Striptease; lav flowers. 17.00 

GYPSY‟S BOA Small, gold in the spring turning green later in season; purplish white flowers. 13.00 

*HACKSAW S; (R. Livingston, NR); long, tapered, light green leaves, intensely rippled, lightly serrated on leaf 

margins, vigorous growth rate, lav flowers mid to late summer, good sun tolerance 

18.00 

HADSPEN BLUE Small – Medium; Blue; Sharp-pointed, oval leaves almost steel-blue colored; moderate corrugation; 

thick substance.  Pest resistant.  Slow to mature; tardiana group. Lav flowers midsummer. 

8.00 

HADSPEN HAWK Small; blue-green leaves of heavy substance with white flowers. 10.00 

HADSPEN HERON Medium; powdery blue, lance-shaped leaves. Lav flowers. 8.00 
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HADSPEN SAMPHIRE M; vibrantly gold when it first emerges, then fades to green; lav flowers in August. 10.00 

HAKUMUO M; Japanese cultivar; white-centered, slightly wavy foliage; leaf center sometimes speckled green 

and white; med growth rate; pale purple flowers late June. 

20.00 

HALCYON M; thick, spear-shaped, heavily ribbed, blue leaf; bluish-lav flowers mid-summer.  Tardiana hybrid; 

medium growth rate; slug resistance.  Good for pots.  Emerges early; may be frost damaged. 

8.00 

HALLIES HONOR Medium; green-yellow leaves; near white flowers. 22.00 

HAMPSHIRE COUNTY M; (Lachman, 1993); named after the county where Eleanor and William hybridized their hostas and 

daylilies; features broad dark green leaves whit clean white margin; lav flowers mid to late summer. 

14.00 

HANKY PANKY S; (Hansen, 2004); natural sport of „Striptease‟; emerges in the spring with dark green leaves edged 

with pale lime edge. An ivory halo separates center from margin. As summer progresses, the center 

bightens to a creamy yellow color as the „Striptease-pattern” changes to dark green and the margin 

becomes near white; lav flowers in midsummer; vigorous grower. No other hosta looks like this one!! 

18.00 

HAPPY CAMPER M; (G. Johnson); striking white-margined foliage that occasionally streaks into the green center; fast 

growth rate; pale lav flowers in July; hybrid of „Neat Splash‟ x „Northern Halo‟. 

NFS 

HARPOON M; (R. Herold); sharp contrast between wide, shiny, dark green center and yellow margin; wavy; med 

to fast growth rate; purple flowers mid-Aug –Sept; hybrid of „Swoosh‟ x yingeri. 

16.00 

HART‟S TONGUE S; long, narrow, upright chartreuse leaves turn green by mid-summer; unique „Kabitan‟ seedling; lav 

flowers. 

18.00 

HAWKEYE Small; blue-green center with irregular yellow border; lav flowers. Go Hawks!! 22.00 

HEARTACHE Medium; medium to bright gold; rounded, heart-shaped blade; good substance; medium growth rate; 

deep purple flowers mid-July into August. 

12.00 

HEARTSONG M; sport of „Candy Hearts‟ with heart-shaped, blue-green leaves, thin, white margins; lav flowers. 8.00 

HEART AND SOUL Small; sport of Vanilla Cream.  Yellow-gold heart shaped foliage.  Lav flowers mid-summer 14.00 

HEARTS CONTENT Medium, dark green center with broad creamy white margin; pale lav flowers. 10.00 

HEATWAVE S-M; puckered gold leaves with wide irregular blue margins; heavy substance; white flowers. A 

wider margined, better-growing sport of tokudama „Bright Lights‟, 

18.00 

HEAVENLY TIARA Medium; sport of „Grand Tiara‟; extra heavy substance; wide creamy white halo around gold center; 

dark purple flowers in mid-summer. 

14.00 

HERCULES Large; big blue with vase shape; near white flowers. 15.00 

HI HO SILVER Small; A sport of „Ginko Craig‟, similar in appearance but smaller; pale lav flowers. 10.00 

HIDDEN COVE Dwarf; small arrow-shaped leaves with an uncommon yellow-butterscotch coloration edged by a dark 

green margin. Lav flowers in summer. 

15.00 

HIGH SOCIETY S; (Hansen/Shady Oaks Nursery); sport of „June‟; emerges in spring with a warm yellow center 

which brightens to white by mid-summer; edged by a wide blue margin; pale lav flowers in late 

summer. 

16.00                        

HIGH TIDE S-M; (Hansen, 2005); cross between longipes latifolia and „Dorset Blue‟; nice compact clump of 

frosty blue-green, heart-shaped leaves; lav flowers in late summer. 

18.00 

HIPPODROME L; (Malloy); blue-green with a neatly rippled, creamy yellow margin; hybrid of „Christmas Tree‟ x 

„Halcyon‟; med to slow growth rate; near-white flowers in July. 

20.00 

HOLLYWOOD LIGHTS L; (Hansen/Shady Oaks, 2005); arching, dome-shaped dark green leaves accented by a yellow flare 

in center of leaf; lav flowers in midsummer; a wider-margined selection for „On Stage‟. 

16.00 

HOLY MOLEY L; take „Guacamole‟ and shrink the center down to a narrow, about 1 inch streak, and you have Holy 

Mole. From the Fragrant Bouquet group of sports. Heat tolerance, shiny leaves, and large white, 

fragrant flowers. 

20.00 

HOLY MOUSE EARS Mini; sport of „Royal Mouse Ears‟; fantastic white-centered, bluish green margin, thick substance  

plant with a better than expected growth rate; purple flowers in July. 

18.00 

*HONEYBELLS  Large; green; undulating leaves; fragrant, pale lilac flowers in late summer.  Very vigorous and 

useful for a ground cover.  Stands more sun than most but not hot and dry. 

6.00 

HONEYSONG Small, heavily textured blue-green centered leaves with creamy white edge; lav flowers. 10.00 

HOOSIER HARMONY Medium; gold-centered, green-margined; height: 24” width: 55” colors intensify with more light; 

better than average substance; medium to fast growth rate; fragrant white flowers during August. 

10.00 

HOOSIER HOMECOMIN Medium; A sport of 'Aspen Gold' with cupped, heavily puckered gold leaves, edged in creamy white. 

Probably the same plant formerly listed as 'Aspen Breeze'. White flowers. 

15.00 

HOPE Dwarf; gold edged sport of „Baby Bunting‟. Tiny purple bell-shaped flowers in early summer. 15.00 

HYUGA URAJIRO S; (Japan); frosty blue spear-like leaves with yellow streaks, undersides of the leaves have a metallic 

silver coloration; near white flowers in early summer. Stunning! 

18.00 

HYPOLEUCA URAJIRO Medium; gray-green with gray undersides. 20.00 

ICE AGE TRAIL L; (Q & Z); combination of blue-green and gold streaked sport of „Big Daddy‟; color changes to dark 

green and creamy white by mid-summer; thick substance; slow growth rate; near-white flowers in 

late June. 

24.00 

ICE CREAM S; deep green center with a gold margin.  „Vanilla Cream‟ sport, pale lav flowers in mid-summer. 12.00 
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ICE FOLLIES M; (Meyer); showy wide margined sport of „Antioch‟ with good growth rate; dark green 

leavesdisplay wide, pure creamy white margins all season; long pointed leaves form attractive 

mound; lav flowers. 

NFS 

ICE PRANCER M-L; (R. Sawyer, NR); seedling of „Reptillian‟, very thick wedge-shaped frosty blue leaves, beautiful 

ripples along margin, exaggerated leaf tip, slug resistant, light lav flowers in midsummer. 

22.00 

ILLICIT AFFAIR Small; A new sport of „Cheatin Heart‟ with very small, heart-shaped leaves, gold with a green 

margin. Purple flowers. 
11.00 

IMP D; (H. Hansen, 2006); cross between „Yellow Splash‟ x tibae and venusta x „Shining Tot‟; elongated 

heart-shaped leaves with slightly rippled margin; dark green leaves with crisp creamy-white margin; 

pale purple flowers in late July. 

15.00 

INAHO Small-Medium; smallish clump with very streaky, misted, lance-shaped foliage; lav flowers. 11.00 

INDEPENDENCE M; (Walters Garden); reverse sport of „Revolution‟; dark green leaves with creamy-white margins 

that are speckled with green; large, pale lav flowers. 
14.00 

INDIGO S; hybrid of „Halcyon‟; lance-shaped intense blue foliage; good substance; med to fast growth rate; 

near-white flowers in early August.  
22.00 

INNISWOOD M; gold with green margins; heavily corrugated with maturity; medium to slow growth rate; slug 

resistance; whitish flowers mid-June into July. 

14.00 

*INVINCIBLE M; undulating, glossy green leaves that are slug resistant; average substance, fragrant pale lav 

flowers late summer, good for containers; best in dappled light.  Very vigorous.  Shade to full sun. 

8.00 

IRON GATE DELIGHT Medium-Large; resembles an improved „So Sweet‟ with a wide creamy-white border on green leaves; 

very fragrant lav flowers and its vigorous growth make this a choice selection. 

11.00 

IRON GATE SUPREME Medium-Large; green leaves with wide white stripes.  Lav flowers in late June. 16.00 

ISLAND CHARM Small; Leaf centers are yellow, turning creamy white, edged in green.  Leaf petioles and flower 

scapes are pink to reddish.  Lav flowers. 

12.00 

ITSY BITSY SPIDER Mini; one of the best mini sized hostas ever developed; a „Hadspen Heron‟ seedling from 

GregJohnson of Marshalltown, Iowa; dark green leaves; pale lav flowers in July. 

20.00 

IVORY COAST S; blue-green foliage surrounded by an attractive, creamy-white, thick edge. 18.00 

IVORY NECKLACE M; sport of „Emerald Necklace‟; green center, cramy white margin; average substance; fast growth 

rate; purple flowers July-Aug. 

16.00                         

JACK OF DIAMONDS Medium; glaucous blue-gray, nicely textured leaves with a wide yellow margin. A sieboldiana 

hybrid, but considerably Smaller than „Elegans‟, „Francis Williams‟, etc. White flowers. 

14.00 

JANE WARD Fast growing mound of bright golden leaves surrounded by wide, dark green margins; lav flowers. 20.00 

*JANET M; white center with emerald-green edge when mature, lav flowers in late summer.  Shade to ¾ sun. 10.00                         

JASON & KATIE M; sport of „Christmas Gold‟; round, corrugated dark green leaves, surrounded by bright yellow 

edge. 

14.00 

*JAWS S; (Scheer); one tough plant – has teeth that can bite! Deep green intensely serrated and undulating 

leaves thick enough to rustle & scratch if you brush against them!! Fast growing, dense clump, looks 

good in full sun but to show-case the dark green it appreciates a bit of shade. 

20.00 

JERRY LANDWEHR M-L; white heart-shaped leaves edged with a dark green margin; good growth rate; lav flowers in 

summer. Clump looks as nice in October as it does in early summer! 

22.00 

*JEWEL OF THE NILE L; outstanding variegated foliage and one of the best for sun tolerance. Near-white flowers in July. 16.00 

JIMMY CRACK CORN L; gold leaves with deeply impressed veins; wonderful piecrust edge; near-white flowers in early 

summer. 

12.00 

JOURNEY‟S END L; (Hansen, 2004)); sport from „Choo Choo Train‟; large yellow-gold heart-shaped leaves with a 

gently ruffled edge; displays several shades of green where the wide dark green margin bleeds into 

the gold center; this 6‟ clump has pale lav flowers in midsummer; multiple award winner at two 

American Hosta Society National Conventions. 

18.00 

JOYCE TROTT Small; creamy-white center beauty with a medium to dark green margin; med to slow growth rate; 

hybrid of „Flamboyant‟ X „Sum & Substance‟.  Lav flowers in July. 

22.00 

JUNE Small; gold-centered blue-margined sport of `Halcyon.‟  Slug resistant; thick substance.  Slow to 

start.  Lav flowers late July into August.  2001 American Hosta Growers Hosta of the year! 

12.00 

JUNE  (TYPE 2) S; clear gold center with thin blue edge; blue wax coating over leaves early in the season; lav flowers. 14.00 

JUNE (TYPE 4) S; similar to type 2, but has slightly wider edge that sometimes fingers into the gold center; lav 

flowers. 

14.00 

JUNE FEVER M; nearly all yellow sport of „June‟ with a very narrow blue-green margin that jets towards the 

midrib; bright yellow shiny leaves that become orangish in color; good substance; leaves darken 

slowly; lav-blue flowers. 

15.00 

JUNIOR MISS Small; A sport of 'Sitting Pretty' with dark green leaves margined in white; pale puple flowers.  12.00 

*JURASSIC PARK L; (Lysne); this one fits into the “giant” category, huge green leaves reaching 8‟ across and 3‟ + tall, 

heavily puckered and corrugated making them almost indestructible; more than vigorous; lav 

flowers; can take lots of sun 

34.00 
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*JUST SO D; yellow with blue-green margin; puckered leaves are yellow with blue-green margin; pest resistant; 

good substance; medium to slow growth rate.  Pink-lav flowers in midsummer.  Shade to ¾ sun. 

12.00 

KABITAN See sieboldii `Kabitan‟ 7.00 

KABUKI M; (G. Johnson); hybrid [(„Neat Splash‟ x‟Northern Halo‟) x „Hadspen Blue‟]; combines the best of 

its parents; med green center; variegated, white-margined foliage; fast growth rate; lav flowers in 

July. 

16.00 

KATHERINE LEWIS Medium; striking sport of „Halcyon‟ with yellow centers and narrow blue margins; lav flowers. 12.00 

KATIE Q M; sport of „Marilyn‟; medium to dark green center (bluish early); medium gold margin; slightly 

wavy; average substance; lav flowers in July; med to fast growth rate.  

14.00                        

KATSURAGAWA BENI (Japanese) discovered in mountains of Japan, Beni translates to crimson, referring to unique coloring 

of the petioles and spotting on the leaves; narrow, pointed, shiny, green foliage; deep lav flowers. 

15.00 

KEY LIME PIE L; (Hansen/Shady Oaks Nursery); sport of „Squash Casserole‟; nice green, heavily ruffled, 

horizontally leaves with a wide yellow edge; pale lav flowers in late summer. Vigorous grower! 

16.00                         

KEY WEST L; (O. Petryszyn, 1999); cross between nigrescens „Elatior‟ and „High Noon‟, bright gold, heart-

shaped leaves, when mature will reach over six feet across, needs bright filtered shade, lav flowers 

early summer. 

18.00 

KIFUKURIN KO MAME Dwarf; similar to a miniature „Stiletto” it has wavy dark green leaves and a creamy-white margin. A 

charming hosta for the dwarf collection or the front of the hosta border; lav flowers. 

14.00 

KI NAKUFU OTOME D; green margined, gold-centered foliage in spring, all-green by mid-July; oval shaped blade; average 

substance; purple flowers June-July; medium growth rate; form of „Venusta‟ from Japan. 

18.00                         

KINBOTAN D; (P. Ruh, 2002); tiny green leaves edged with a narrow gold margin; purple flowers in early 

summer. 

16.00 

KING TUT M; outstanding, bright gold, flat, heart-shaped leaves; tokudama `Aureo nebulosa‟ hybrid; white 

flowers. 

12.00 

KINGFISHER S; narrow blue-green leaves, good substance, med growth rate. 11.00 

KIWI BLACK MAGIC Medium; (B. Sligh); very dark green leaves.  Dark purple flowers on an almost black scape. 10.00 

KIWI FULL MONTY Medium; (B. Sligh);sport of „Striptease‟; blue green edge; pale lav flowers. The blue color 

distinguishes this one from the rest. A vigorous grower that multiplies rapidly. 

22.00 

KIWI JORDAN S; fast growing mound of wavy blue-green leaves; lav flowers. 14.00 

KOMODO DRAGON Large; heavily rippled, dark green pointed leaves stretch outward to form an impressive upright 7 ft. 

wide H. fluctuans-like clump.  Topped with 4 ft. tall scapes, laden with light lav flowers. 

16.00 

KOREAN SNOW S-M; A seedling from H. yingerii that promises to be an important breeding plant;  unusual 

variegation pattern, both streaked and speckled, that can be passed on to its seedlings. The leaves are 

shiny, light green, streaked and speckled with creamy white. Pale purple, spider- shaped flowers. 

19.00 

KROSSA REGAL Large; blue-gray leaves of heavy substance form a vase shaped mound.  Pest resistant; med growth 

rate.  Good container plant.  Lav flowers midsummer. 

8.00 

KRUGERRAND L; sensational new hybrid of „High Noon‟ X “Big John‟; upright mound of bright gold foliage; thick 

substance; slow to medium growth rate; lav flowers in July. 

18.00                         

LACY BELLE Medium; wide yellow to creamy white margin with a bluish green center and wavy margins.  Purple 

flowers in late July to early August on 28” scapes. 

10.00 

LADY GODIVA M; (Q&Z); reversed sport of „Striptease‟; med green center; white margin; excellent grower in 

containers; med to fast growth rate; lav flowers mid-July-Aug. 

15.00 

LADY ISOBEL BARNETT L; mutation from „Sum and Substance‟; very large green leaves with narrow gold margin. Incredible 

growth rate this plant has potential of passing „Sum and Substance‟ in size; pale lav flowers. 

16.00 

LAKEPORT BLUE Large; deep blue-green color; heavily corrugated; thick substance; slug resistance; slow growth rate; 

near-white flowers mid-June into July. 

12.00 

LAKESIDE BABY FACE Small; creamy white margin on heart shaped leaf; pale lav flowers. Rapid grower. 15.00 

LAKESIDE BEACH CAPTAIN M; (Chastain); sport of „Lakeside Shore Master‟; blue-green, rounded, heavy substance, corrugated 

with very narrow, creamy yellow to chartreuse leaf center; near-white flowers. 

20.00 

LAKESIDE BLACK SATIN Medium; A ventricosa hybrid from Mary Chastain, smaller and more compact than the species, with 

very dark, almost black green, satiny leaves; lav flowers. 

14.00 

LAKESIDE BREAKING NEWS L; soft blue gray leaves with white back, bordered with wonderful cream ruffles,lower half of petioles 

display red-purple.  

20.00 

LAKESIDE BUTTER BALL M; corrugated, gold foliage; heavily corrugated; thick-substanced; med growth rate; white flowers in 

July. 

18.00 

LAKESIDE CHA CHA Medium; Bright gold, heart-shaped leaves with white margins. Lav flowers. 13.00 

LAKESIDE CONTENDER M-L; rich gold thick substance foliage topped by pale lav flowers in mid-summer; med to slow 

growth rate. 

22.00 

LAKESIDE CRANBERRY 

RELISH 

M; outstanding Lakeside that offers three bright colors in one plant; cherry red petioles are topped 

with leaves that are shimy green bordered in bright yellows. 

20.00 

LAKESIDE CRICKET D; upright leaves with pure white centers with green and golden yellow margins. Purple flowers. 22.00 

LAKESIDE CUPCAKE S; heart-shaped leaves; white center surrounded by a wonderful blue-green border.  Leaves are 

cupped and topped with pale lav flowers. 

20.00 
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LAKESIDE CUPID‟S CUP M; green center, lighter edge; lav flowers. 20.00 

LAKESIDE DIVIDING LINE Medium; dark green, elongated leaves that feature narrow, white center stripes; near white flowers. 24.00 

LAKESIDE DODAD D; clear white centers and rich green border provide a nest from which spring flower scapes of red 

and white loaded with bright purple flowers. The leaves are lance-shaped with rounded bases.  

22.00 

LAKESIDE DRAGONFLY M; resembles a giant tarantula; long, graceful leaves stretch from the plant's crown in the same way 

that its legs extend from the tarantula's body; very wide white undulating border. Pale orchid flowers 

add to its color scheme.  The leaves are lance-shaped with tapered bases.  

16.00 

LAKESIDE ELFIN FIRE D; leaves have thin green margins; white centers are speckled with green; vigorous grower; purple 

flowers. 

12.00 

LAKESIDE FROSTED MINT L; upright plant; soft lime green leaves are glaucous. Its soft pleasing finish is unique. The leaves are 

ovate with a cordate base and the growth rate is moderate; white flower. 

30.00 

LAKESIDE FRUIT LOOPS S; creamy white center with dark green edges; medium growth rate; lav flowers in July. 28.00 

LAKESIDE HOOLA HOOP S; (Chastain); shiny, bright green, lance-shaped leaves with heavily ruffled, yellow edges form an 

upright clump. Lav flowers on tall scapes; vigorous grower. 

16.00 

LAKESIDE KALEIDOSCOPE Medium; wide, creamy white margin often streaks into the medium green center.  Slightly rippled 

margin; near white flowers.  Medium to fast growth rate. 

12.00 

LAKESIDE LAGOON Medium; blue-green leaves; near white flowers. 24.00 

LAKESIDE LEGAL TENDER S-M; the desirable coloring of the famous H. 'Frances Williams' but without the burning or spotting. 

It blue-green leaves are cupped, round, cordate base; golden margin. Near-white flowers. 

16.00 

LAKESIDE LITTLE TUFT Small; lance-shaped green leaves with creamy-gold center variegation; dark purple flowers. 28.00                          

LAKESIDE LOLLIPOP Medium; shiny dark green color, deeply cupped.  White flowers in late July.  Med to fast growth rate 12.00 

LAKESIDE LOOKING GLASS Small; A yingeri hybrid with ruffled, shiny, dark green ovate leaves. Small lav flowers.  15.00 

LAKESIDE LOVE AFFAIRE Beautiful tricolor leaves are white with wide, dark green margin; lime green jetting towards midrib; 

striking sculptural habit;  forms an upright, flaring mound; near-white flowers; prefers light to 

moderate shade. 

18.00 

LAKESIDE MASTER PIECE L; blue leaves with a wide white uneven margin. Parentage is from H. Big Daddy. White flowers. 25.00 

LAKESIDE MEADOW ICE M; shiny, dark green center, creamy yellow white margin, good substance, med growth rate, pale lav 

flowers from late July into August. 

22.00 

LAKESIDE MISSY LITTLE S; blue green bordered in white. Makes a compact clump. Border increases with maturity. 22.00 

LAKESIDE NEAT PETITE Small; medium green heart shaped leaves.  White flowers in July.  Medium to fast growth rate. 10.00 

LAKESIDE PARTY DRESS Medium; light green with ruffled edges; surrounded by border of white. Near white flowers. 22.00 

LAKESIDE PREMIER M; shiny, dark green leaves; wide, creamy white margin, broadly ovate; slightly wavy; near white 

flowers. 

14.00 

LAKESIDE PRISSY MISS S; with its growth pattern and deep ruffled border it does have a prissy look. Leaves range from 

yellow to lime; trimmed in cream ruffles. Light orchid flowers. 

22.00 

LAKESIDE RING MASTER Large; is statuesque in green and white. The long petioles stretch into the air, supporting their 

brightly colored leaves. The leaf is broadly ovate with a cordate base; near white flowers. 

24.00 

LAKESIDE ROCKY TOP S; edge of the leaf is lighter than the center; white flowers 18.00 

LAKESIDE ROY EL Large; shiny green leaves are bordered in yellow that changes to cream in summer. The upright and 

spreading clump has orchid flowers.  The leaf is broadly ovate with a cordate base. 

16.00 

LAKESIDE SAN KAO M; Broadly heart-shaped gold leaves, lightly ruffled, turning very pale gold in summer. Lav flowers. 18.00 

LAKESIDE SAPPHIRE PLEATS M; very blue round leaves, cupped, corrugated and pleated – leaves are held upright! 17.00 

LAKESIDE SHOCK WAVE M; elongated wavy green leaves, with a creamy-yellow margin; lav flowers. 17.00 

LAKESIDE SHOREMASTER M; golden leaves with wide, blue-green margins and good substance; lav flowers. 16.00 

LAKESIDE SIR LOGAN L; very heavy substance, described as feeling like an inner tube; rounded scalloped leaves cup 

downward; purple flowers. 

25.00  

LAKESIDE SMALL FRY S; rapidly develops a small clump; green and white leaves have heavy substance. It has light orchid 

flowers. This hosta was registered in 1995. The leaves are ovate with a rounded base.  

13.00 

LAKESIDE SPARKLE PLENTY Small; upright plant comes up as olive green. Soon the veins turn yellow, then the center of the leaf 

turns yellow.  Rich orchid flowers. 

15.00 

LAKESIDE SPELLBINDER M; (M. Chastain); striking mound of white-centered foliage; with 2 ½” wide, dark green margin; 

good substance; med to fast growth rate; whitish flowers in July. 

18.00 

LAKESIDE STORM  WATCH Q&Z  

LAKESIDE ZINGER S-M; dark green leaves with a wide white border, good grower; lav flowers. 17.00                          

*LANCIFOLIA Medium; Green; Dark green, oblong, very glossy leaves.  Lav flowers.  Shade to ½ sun. 6.00 

LAST DANCE Medium; green leaf with a streaky uneven yellow margin.  Lav flowers in late summer. 14.00 

LEADING LADY  L, dark green with a creamy white margin.  Lav flowers in July.  Medium growth rate. 16.00 
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LEDERHOSEN M; (Benedict, NR); thick elongated leaves, wavy margin,vigorous, nice mound-shaped plant, 

fragrant lav flowers in late summer, „Lederhosen‟ is German for “Leather Britches” which is like the  

tough leather-like substance of the foliage. 

17.00 

LEMON DELIGHT S; a mutation of „Lemon Lime‟ originating from the Bowdens of England;  reverse variegation 

pattern of „Twist of Lime‟ ; dark green center and yellow margin; purple flowers; a rapid grower. 

9.00 

LEMON FROST S; (Q & Z); white-edged sport of „Lemon Lime‟; chartreuse center; fast growth rate; purple flowers in 

July. 

12.00 

LEMON LIME D; chartreuse-gold wavy leaves; vigorous; average substance; fast growth rate; purple flowers 

midsummer. 

6.00 

LEMON MERINGUE L; (P. Ruh); bright gold; thick substance; lightly rippled margins; lav flowers mid-July to August. 18.00 

LEMON TWIST Medium; bright gold color; Wavy margins; medium growth rate; lav flowers in July. 12.00 

LEOLA FRAIM M; thick creamy margins contrast sharply with dark green centers; one of the best white margined; 

medium growth rate; one of the best white-edged hosta;  lav flowers early to late July. 

10.00 

LIBERTY M- L; sport of „Sagae‟; leaves thicker with wider, more dramatic border. Lav flowers in early 

summer. 

16.00 

LIL ABNER M; sport of „Rosedale Daisy Mae‟; medium green center with a brassy gold margin; medium to fast 

growth rate; lav flowers in July. 

14.00 

*LILY BLUE EYES S; (Donsky); wavy blue leaves, serrated edge, white backs, great substance ; lav flowers. 30.00 

LILY PAD Small; wide shiny, dark green leaves.  Purple flowers in late August. 16.00 

LIMEY LISA D; (W. zumbar, NR); chartreuse-lime leaves; lav flowers in eary summer. 9.00                         

LINDA SUE L; (Wade); blue green with very wide gold margin, good substance, corrugation; near-white flowers. 20.00 

*LITTLE AURORA Small; gold puckered leaves.  Rapid grower; good substance.  Smallest tokudama.  ¼ to ¾ sun. Pale 

lav flowers late June into July. 

7.00 

*LITTLE BLACK SCAPE S; pointed leaves emerge green and turn chartreuse-yellow with some sun. Jet black flower scapes 

and buds; lav flowers; leaf petioles are flushed red-purple towards the crown; excellent for 

containers. 

12.00 

LITTLE BO PEEP D; cute dwarf, glossy dark green with creamy margins 15.00 

LITTLE DEVIL D; (Gowen,NR); very small mini, sport of „Swoosh‟ x venusta „Little Devil‟, elongated green-

centered leaves with a crisp white margin; lav flowers late summer. 

NFS 

LITTLE DOLL M; yellow margins early, changing to white in early summer.  Lav flowers in July.  Med growth rate. 12.00 

LITTLE JAY S; (van den Top); lance-shaped, slightly folded, rippled leaves are cream with narrow, green margins 

in spring. Brightens to near-white with dark green rmargins in summer; lav flowers. 

20.00 

LITTLE TREASURE D; (van den Top); sport of „Little Jay‟ with very wide, blue green margins, creamy white center, good 

substance, lav flowers. 

NFS 

LITTLE RAZOR S; pale gold color; wavy, good substance; medium growth rate; pale lav flowers early to late July. 9.00 

LITTLE SUNSPOT  S; sport of „Little Aurora‟; bright gold heart shaped leaves; surrounded by dark green border. Reverse 

variegation pattern of H. „Sultana‟; similar to H. „Just So‟. In early summer, near white flowers. 

12.00 

LITTLE WHITE LINES Small; green with white margins; sport of venusta seedling with green leaves edged with white. 

Vigorous.  Purple flowers midsummer. 

7.00 

LITTLE WONDER S; green with white margins; narrow, blunt tipped, dark green leaves with white margins; purple 

flowers. 

8.00 

LOCHNESS BLUE Large; intense blue-green deeply corrugated, cupped leaves; white flowers 19.00 

LONDON FOG S-M; (Q & Z Nursery); tissue culture sport of „Allegan Fog‟; white with green speckling; foliage 

completely misted, lacking the green margin of its mother plant; med to slow growth rate; pale lav 

flowers in July; interesting and unusual. 

22.00 

LONESOME DOVE M; (Hansen); this „Blue Moon‟ hybrid features cupped blue-green leaves with creamy-white interior; 

pale lav flowers top the heavily-substanced leaves in midsummer; prefers light to filtered shade. 

20.00 

*LOVE PAT M–L; improved form of the species tokudama in size, vigor, color, and versatility; blue leaves are 

puckered and textured with heavy substance; slow growth rate; pale lav flowers in early summer.  

Shade to ¾ sun. 

12.00 

LOVELY LORETTA Medium; forms a low mound of wavy-edged, bright gold foliage; pale purple flowers on tall scapes. 15.00 

LOYALIST Medium, dark green and white variegated; pale lav flowers. 11.00 

LUCY VITOLS M; one of Mildred Seaver‟s most beautiful introductions; characterized by heavy textured, yellow-

green leaves with intense puckering and rugosity; encircled by a narrow green margin; pale lav 

flowers. 

13.00 

LULLABYE M; (Greg Johnson); seedling of „Spritzer‟ which exhibits luminescent yellow foliage, slowly 

becoming greener during the season; med to fast growth rate; pale purple flowers in August. 

16.00 

LUNAR MAGIC M; sport of „Lunar Orbit‟, leaves emerge green; change to deep gold, with a dark green margin. Lav 

flowers. 

15.00 

LUNAR ORBIT M; mutation of August Moon; gold leaves are edged by a dramatic wide dark green margin; same 

growth habit and form as August Moon; lav flowers. 

12.00 
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MACK THE KNIFE S; dark green leaves, gilded with uneven gold colored margin with hints or “orange” shades. Lav 

flowers in July. Unusual hosta for the collector! 

15.00 

MAGIC DRAGON (Winterberry 2006) Sport of „Komodo Dragon with a wide, white margin.  20.00 

MAGIC FIRE L; distinctive flame-patterned green leaf centers with large bright gold-yellow margins; lav flowers; 

mutation of „Sagae‟. This hosta has magnificent presence! 

18.00 

MAJESTIC L; (G.R. Goodwin, 2005); dramatic dark green leaves with wide creamy-white margins; lav flowers 

in midsummer; vigorous grower. 

20.00 

MAJESTY M; sport of „Sagae‟; shorter than its parent with margins two to three times wider; leaves are dark 

green with creamy-yellow margin that changes to white. Beautiful! 

16.00 

MAMA MIA Medium; dark green with gold margins.  Pale lav flowers. 12.00 

MANGO TANGO M; unusual sport of „Dance With Me‟; rounded leaves with very wide green edge; narrow mango-

yellow design appears in the center of the leaf; lav flowers in midsummer. Folks are touting this as 

the reverse „Stitch In Time‟. Choice! 

22.00 

MANHATTAN M; heavily corrugated green leaves – great texture and a nice ruffle; lav-rose flowers. 17.00 

MARACHINO CHERRY M; sport of „Cherry Berry‟ with long, shiny dark green leaves; lav flowers on tall purplish-red scapes. 9.00 

MARDI GRAS Large; impressive large heart-shaped leaves of „Nigrescens Elator‟ with white variegation of 

„Christmas Tree‟; pale lav flowers in late summer. 

16.00 

MARILYN Medium, wavy bright gold leaves; lav flowers 8.00 

MARILYN MONROE M; (J. Hawes,NR); brighter light required to draw out gold coloration; elongated, beautiful ruffled 

edge heart-shaped leaves; red leaf petioles; lav flowers in late summer. Marilyn would be proud! 

18.00 

MARY MARIE ANN Small; curly gray-green leaves with a greenish-white center; lav flowers in mid-summer. 12.00 

MASQUERADE  (formerly 

Venusta Variegated) 

D; forms masses of tiny plants with white centered leaves and two-tone green margins; lav flowers. 9.00 

MASTODON Large; blue-green foliage with good corrugation and good substance; lav flowers. 18.00 

MAUI BUTTERCUPS S-M; one of the best bright gold, rounded cupped leaves, corrugated, heavy substance; violet flowers. 14.00 

MAY Small-Medium; golden form of „June‟. Lav flowers in late summer. 12.00 

MAYA TRITONE S; (Scheer); emerges bright chartreuse with thin cream line following along each vein. Gradually the 

line widens as the chartreuse area diminishes and intermediate bright yellow makes the whole plant 

glow. Later, some leaves bleach out to a creamy yellow, other remain triton, new leaves continue to 

emerge. Coloration is stable! 

NFS 

MEDUSA D; very long snakelike rippled edge leaves with yellow centers; green margins. Purple flowers in late 

summer 

12.00 

METALLIC SHEEN Large; Gray-green; Metallic gray foliage is slug resistant and smooth textured; `Sum and Substance‟ 

x s. `Elegans‟ hybrid; medium growth rate; lav flowers late July into August. 

11.00 

MID MORNING L; sport of „Daybreak‟; golden leaves with dark green margins; good substance. 20.00 

*MIDAS TOUCH M; gold; puckered, cupped, radiant golden leaves may need some sun to retain deep color.  Can grow 

in full sun in cooler climates.  Very slow.  White flowers. 

12.00 

MIDWEST MAGIC Medium; Yellow with green margin; Green-margined sport of `Zounds;‟ slug resistant; good 

substance; medium growth rate; pale lav flowers in early July. 

13.00 

MIGHTY MOUSE S; (Walters Gardens); sport of the award winning „Blue Mouse Ears‟, mouse ear-shaped leaves 

emerge blue-green with a creamy yellow edge, by summer grey-green with creamy white edge, 

incredible substance; lav flowers. 

18.00 

MILDRED SEAVER Medium; Green with white edge; Thick white margin contrasts nicely with medium green center.  

Vigorous; better than average substance.  Lav flowers early to late July. 

10.00 

MILLENIUM Large; Blue/Green. White flowers 18.00 

MILLIES MEMOIRS Medium - Dark green leaves edged with gold margin; leaves are heavily substanced, corrugated, 

puckered, and slightly cupped; white flowers; mutation of „Aspen Gold‟. 

14.00 

MINI FACE D; delightful new sport of Lakeside Baby Face that has a white center.  A true miniature that is a 

good addition to the garden.; 6" wide by 3" tall (estimate) with nearly round leaves. 

24.00 

MINUTEMAN Medium; Green with white margins; dark, glossy green leaves with wide white margins. Lav flowers. 10.00 

MISS RUBY S; (A. Wrede, 2005); wedge-shaped green leaves with nice dark red petioles, with red pigment 

extending up into the leaf blade! Recent winner at the First Look hosta competition! 

18.00 

MISS SAIGON Medium-Large; rapid grower sport of „Fragrant Bouquet‟; dark green leaves edged with a creamy-

white edge; large white fragrant flowers in mid August. 

15.00 

MISS SUSIE S-M; elongated wedge-shaped yellow leaves; lovely bright red petioles; lav flowers in late summer. 20.00 

MISS TOKYO L; (Gowen/Hansen, 2004); dark green leaves edged with wide creamy-white margin; lav flowers in 

early summer. 

20.00 

MISSISSIPPI DELTA Large; blue-gray leaves displayed horizontally. Leaves have deeply impressed veins; white flowers. 18.00 

MR. BIG L; (Walden West); very large leaves; dark blue-green and very seer suckered with good substance 

and lavender flowers. 

15.00 
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MISTER WATSON M; sport of „King Tut‟; bright gold-centered with a narrow, green margin; heavily corrugated; thick 

substance; very slow growth rate; near-white flowers July. 

NFS 

MOHEGAN M; (Megos/Malloy); unique, very thick intense blue, almost perfectly round leaves,good corrugation, 

vigorous grower, topped with white flowers held just above the clump. 

20.00 

*montana AUREOMARGINATA L; huge pointed green leaves; yellow margi n; near-white flowers in mid summer. One of the first 

hostas to emerge in spring.  One of the most tall, spectacular foliage plants!  Shade to ¾ sun. 

13.00 

MONTANA CHODAI GINYO  18.00 

montana MOUNTAIN SNOW M – L; green with pure white edge; smooth texture; good substance. Arching mound of long tapering 

leaves with narrow white margins; medium to slow growth rate.  Sport of montana `Aureo-

marginata”.  Whitish flowers early to late July. 

10.00 

MOON LILY M; (G. Harshbarger); medium to bright gold foliage; thick substance; slow growth rate; pale lav 

flowers June–July; rare golden Tokudama-type; slug-resistant. 

13.00 

MOON SHADOW Small; showy lance-shaped leaves; gold with green margins; lav flowers. 14.00 

MOONLIGHT M-L; (Banyai); green changing to gold leaves with a white edge; „Gold Standard‟ sport; lav flowers. 8.00 

MOONLIGHT SONATA Large; bluish green color early becoming shiny green in mid-summer; blade cupped and wavy; good 

substance. Large, fragrant near-white flowers scapes from mid-July into August. 

13.00 

MOONSTRUCK Small; (B. Zumbar); long narrow white leaves framed by a narrow blue edge; incredible growth rate 

for amount of white in its leaves. 

15.00 

MORNING LIGHT Medium; The reverse form of „Twilight‟ with golden yellow centers, turning white in summer with 

bright light, with green margins; pale lav flowers. 

12.00 

MOUNT KIRISHIMA D; narrow green “popsicle stick” leaves with good substance; vigorous. 12.00 

MOUNT TOM L; intense blue leaves are edged by wide creamy white margins; lav flowers. 15.00 

MOURNING DOVE L; (H.Hansen/Shady Oaks Nursery, 2005); low spreading mound of blue-gray leaves with silvery-

white back, creany-yellow margin; lav flowers in Aug. 

20.00 

MOUSE TRAP D; (Shady Oaks, NR); sport of „Blue Mouse Ears‟, thick, bright white leaves, blue green margin; 

white center emerges in spring and stays all season with some green speckling on newer leaves. 

22.00 

MUFFIE M; green leaves with creamy white margin; makes an attractive mound. 12.00 

MY CHILD INSOOK L; (Benedict); holds the record for highest price ever paid for a hosta - $4,000! Thick, shiny, ivory 

white leaves with dark green edge; chartreuse jetting towards the midrib. Pale lav flowers, sport of 

„Outrageous‟. 

24.00 

MY CLAIRE S-M; (Bob Hird); cream white-margin foliage; med green center; med growth rate; lav flowers in Jul. 22.00 

MY DARLING S; green ruffled leaves turning gold depending on amount of sun the plant receives; pale lav flowers. 16.00 

MYSTIC STAR S-M; (G. Johnson); intensely blue-green color, heart-shaped foliage that comes to a distinct point; 

good grower; combines the best from both parents; med growth rate; pale lav flowers in August. 

22.00 

NAKED LADY (Winterberry 2006) Reverse sport of „Gypsy Rose‟; the white is on the edge and green in the center. NFS 

NANCY S-M; (Towers, 2005); brilliant gold coloration adds life to the spring garden like a ray of light on the 

woodland floor; shiny, slightly cupped, wavy heart-shaped leaves are heavily substance and provide 

a backdrop to the lav flowers in late July 

18.00 

NANCY MINKS M, center variegated; lav flowers. 20.00 

NATE THE GREAT L; (Solberg 2003); Nigrescens x Tokudama Aureonebulosa; tall and proud with large round blue-

green leaves deeply cupped and puckered; lav flowers in July. 

22.00 

NEPTUNE L; (H. Hansen, 2006); 1999 cross between seedling (Maekawa x Halcyon) and „Salute‟; med to large 

upright clump of wedge-shaped blue-green leaves that are wonderfully ripped and cascade 

downward; lav flowers in August. 

18.00 

NIAGARA FALLS L; rippled leaf hosta! Makes a large 4 ft. wide clump with dark green, heavily veined, rippled margin, 

making the clump reminiscent of a giant waterfall! In summer, the hosta is topped with 4 ft. scapes 

of violet flowers. 

15.00 

NIFTY FIFTY L; leaves are blue-green with irregular yellow margin that fades to cream. Many of the leaves are 

cupped. There are small leafy bracts and the leaves have some rugosity; pale lav flowers. 

40.00 

NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS Large; Lance shaped with rounded base, white with medium green smooth margin; pale tubular lav 

flowers.  White Christmas mutation. 

12.00 

NIGRESCENS Large; Intense ashy grey leaf with leathery texture, upright plant habit; pale purple flowers. 12.00 

NIGRESCENS ELATIOR Very large; Vase shaped mound of shiny, medium green; near white flowers. 14.00 

NOAH‟S RAINBOW Pointy blue-green leaves with creamy white margin. 20.00 

NONE LOVELIER L; (E. Elslager); hybrid „Neat Splash‟ x „Maekawa‟; med green center with ½” wide creamy yellow 

margin; heavily rippled; good substance; lav flowers in Aug.   

18.00 

NORTHERN EXPOSURE Large, white irregular bordered green leaf, puckered form of Northern Halo; near white flowers. 14.00 

NORTHERN HALO M; round, corrugated, blue leaves edged white; thick substance; slow growth rate.  Sport of s. 

`Elegans‟; white flowers mid-June into July. 

13.00 

OBSESSION Medium, green nearly black border; lav flowers. 13.00 
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OCTOBER SKY S/M; (Dean); vase-shaped clump, powdered blue on both the top and bottom of foliage; blends the 

best of „Frosted Dimples‟ and „Salute‟. Leaves hold their color until October‟s frost in Minnesota! 

Flowers are near white. 

29.00 

OGON TACHI M; (Japan); medium to bright gold; semi-upright; med to fast growth rate; purple flowers Aug-Sept. 18.00 

OH CINDY L; (Benedict); stable margined form of „Outrageous‟; broad green leaves with a wide, creamy-white 

margin; near white flowers in midsummer. 

16.00 

O‟HARRA D; forms masses of tiny gold color plants, lav flowers.  A real cutie!! 10.00 

*OLD FAITHFUL M; (B. Brincka/Petryszyn); beautiful green leaf hosta, near white flowers.Can tolerant some sun! 16.00 

OLD GLORY M; gold leaf with 1” wide green band; rapid growth rate.  Lav flowers in early summer. Spectacular! 15.00 

OLIVE BAILEY LANGDON Large; Similar to „Frances Williams‟; beautiful round leaves are margined with gold; typical leaf 

corrugation and plant growth of sieboldiana „Elegans‟; white flowers. 

12.00 

OLIVE BRANCH Medium; Green heart shaped leaves with a streaky butterscotch pattern in the center of the leaf.  

White bell-shaped flowers in mid summer. Very distinct! 

15.00 

*OLYMPIC GLACIER M; (Naylor Creek Nursery); reverse variegated sport of H. „Pathfinder‟; dark green leaves with wide 

white irregular border; leaves are very thick with green flecks sprinkled throughout border. Normally, 

a green centered leaf tends to grow larger that a white centered leaf, but in this case H. „Olympic 

Glacier‟ tends to be a smaller plant that its parent; lav flowers midsummer; full morning of sun. 

15.00 

OLYMPIC SUNRISE M; (Naylor Creek Nursery); thick yellowish-green leaves with a wide blue border, a beautiful sport of 

„Katherine Lewis‟; lav flowers. 

20.00                         

*ON STAGE 

aka montana CHOKO NISHIKI 

Medium; Yellow with green margin; Rapid growing reverse montana `Aureo-marginata.‟  Lav 

flowers in summer; smooth texture; good substance.  Shade to full sun. 

15.00 

ON THE EDGE M; sport of 'Aspen Gold'; round gold leaves, cupped and puckered, with medium green margin; 

white flowers. 

16.00 

ONE MAN‟S TREASURE Medium; shiny dark green leaves, 'jump out at you' red on top and bottom of petioles; lav flowers. 14.00 

OOH LA LA M; (E. Elslager); beautifully variegated hybrid of „Sea Prize‟ x hyplleuca; great contrast between 

white center and dark green margin; good substance; med to slow growth rate; purple flowers in Aug. 
20.00 

ORANGE MARMALADE Large; outstanding sport of „Paul‟s Glory‟; improves on its bright gold center leaf color as it emerges 

from the soil in the spring. Pale lav flowers mid-July into early August. 
18.00 

OUT HOUSE DELIGHT S; (T. Avent, 1998); (ugliest hosta in the history of hostas); narrow, upright leaves emerge white, 

then assumes a green stippling in the center; color holds during the summer; ugly lav flowers in mid-

summer. 

NFS 

OZARK WELCOME M; 2005 Midwest Regional Convention guest plant; yellow leaves with med green margins. 28.00 

OZE Dwarf; runner forming Japanese hosta with white-edged, medium green center, slightly cupped 

foliage; produces white flowers that are often semi-double; unusual, distinctive, good breeding plant, 

pure white flowers in Aug. Extremely rare! 

22.00 

PAINTBRUSH M; (Eldrin Minks); from ventricosa „Aureomaculata‟; subtle variegation patter of chartreuse 

margined in dark green; color patter is similar to ventricosa „Aureomaculata‟ but holds all season; lav 

flowers. 

12.00 

 

PAMELA LEE S; sport of H. „Radiant Edger‟; dark blue-green leaves edged with a broad, irregular misty green 

border. 

20.00 

PANDORAS BOX Dwarf; White leaf centers with dark green margins; a lighter green area appears on the leaf where the 

white and green meet; lav flowers; a Baby Bunting sport. 

14.00 

PARADIGM L; another exciting Walden-West introduction; sport of „Abiqua Recluse‟ has beautiful; gold leaves 

edged with blue-green margin; variegation pattern intensifies later in the spring; near white flowers. 

14.00 

PARADISE GLORY M; (Fransen); one of his best introductions to date; sport of H. „Paul‟s Glory‟ with very thick leaves 

(possibly a tetraploid);  wide blue border surrounding a yellow-gold center; pale lavender flowers 

midsummer. 

16.00 

PARADISE ISLAND S-M; sport of „Fire Island‟; emerges in spring with brilliant yellow center with narrow dark green 

edge; red petiole bleeds into the base of the leaf as with parent plant. As temperatures increase yellow 

leaf interior changes to chartreuse; lav flowers in late summer. 

22.00 

PARADISE JOYCE Medium; Blue, margin variegated. Lav flowers 13.00 

PARADISE ON FIRE S; sport of „Fire and Ice‟; dark green leaves with white center; good grower; striking; lav flowers. 18.00 

PARADISE POWER L; sport of „Sun Power‟.  Large gold leaf with narrow green margin.  Pale lav flowers mid-summer. 14.00 

PARHELION L; sport of „Sum and Substance‟; huge, gold-chartreuse leaves; heavy substance surrounded by a 

narrow cream margin. Lav flower. 

15.00 

PARKY‟S PRIZE Medium; A sport of 'Birchwood Parky's Gold' with medium green leaves with gold margins. An 

excellent grower that forms a neat, symmetrical mound. Pale lav flowers. 

10.00 

PATHFINDER Medium; similar to „Loyalist‟; black-green slightly rippled foliage is background to the brilliant 

creamy white central pattern of each leaf. Light lav flower in early summer. 

12.00 

PATRIOT Medium; Sport of `Francee‟ with wider wavier margins; violet flowers.  Rapid growth rate.  1997 

American Hosta Growers Hosta of the year! 

10.00 

PATRIOT‟S FIRE Medium; Wide white margin; center color changes from green to gold producing a multicolored 

effect when actively growing.  Lav flowers from late July into early August. 

12.00 
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PAUL REVERE M; wide dark green margin surround a creamy white center; lav flowers late July to August; med  

growth rate 

15.00 

PAUL‟S GLORY M; yellow leaves that turn white with blue-green margins; moderately corrugated; good substance; 

medgrowth rate; increasing in popularity for its vivid foliage colors.  White flowers mid-July to early 

August. 1999 American Hosta Growers Hosta of the year! 

12.00 

PEACOCK STRUT Med-Large; (Lefever, Solberg 2005); „Riptide‟ seedling; blue-gray foliage proudly sits high above 

upright, rich purple petioles like peacock feathers. Lav flowers on purple scapes in July. 

22.00 

PEANUT D; (J. Schwarz); dark green margin that sometimes streaks into the creamy yellow to white center; 

heavily corrugated; ovate blade shape; medium growth rate; purple flowers July-Aug. Received 

people‟s choice award at 2002 “First Look” seedling and sport competition! 

16.00                          

PEEDEE GOLD FLASH S; resembling a vigorous growing H. „Sea Sprite‟; narrow golden leaves surrounded by a contrasting 

dark green border. When the flowers emerge in early summer, the base of the petioles is a lovely red 

violet, leading to the purple flowers. 

8.00 

PEPPERMINT ICE M; (N. Krul); dark green margin bordering a creamy yellow to white center; medium growth rate; 

purple flowers July-Aug. Always gains attention in any hosta collection! 

18.00                         

PETER THE ROCK L; Sieboldiana parentage; green waxy leaves, round, slightly twisted, folded, rippled, deep veined, 

and with large white flowers - tolerates hot dry locations. 

20.00 

PETER RUH Large; reverse sport of „Paul‟s Glory‟. Green leaves with wide, golden margins and good substance. 

Pale lav flowers during midsummer. 

18.00 

PEWTERWARE S; (Don Dean, 1999); forms a nice mound of heart-shaped leaves with a wonderful soft blue color; 

lav flowers in late summer. 

22.00 

PILGRIM Small; light gray-green leaves with wide irregular margin; lav flowers. 10.00 

PINEAPPLE JUICE Small; rippled, gold, narrow leaf; lav flowers 14.00 

PINEAPPLE POLL M; heavily rippled, dark green, slug resistant leaves; better than average substance; medium to fast 

growth rate; should become a popular replacement for Hosta lancifolia.  Lav flowers in Aug. 

6.00 

PINEAPPLE PUNCH M; (Walters Gardens); sport of „Pineapple Upsidedown Cake‟; extremely rippled, long narrow leaves 

emerge dark green with light green margin that transitions through showy gold to creamy white; lav 

flowers. 

NFS 

PINEAPPLE UPSIDEDOWN 

CAKE 

M; green early changing to green marginated with bright gold center by mid-summer.  Lav flowers 

Aug. 

13.00 

PIXIE VAMP S; (D & J Ward); seedling of „Pin Stripe‟; low, dense mound of white-margined foliage; med green 

center; heart shaped leaves; med to fast growth rate; purple flowers in July. 

18.00 

PIZZAZZ Large; Blue with cream margin; Heart-shaped leaves, frosted blue base with light cream to white, 

wavy, wide, irregular margins; masses of white, densely packed flowers during summer. 

11.00 

*plantaginea APHRODITE M – L; ovate pointed leaves of shining light green; smooth texture; average substance; medium 

growth rate.  Robust plant. Double fragrant white flowers in August; 3 inches wide and 5 inches 

long; long-known and grown as the “August Lily”.  Shade to ½ sun. 

10.00 

*plantiginea VENUS L; ovate pointed leaves of shining light green; smooth texture; average substance; medium growth 

rate.  Robust plant. Triple-layered fragrant white flowers in August; 3 inches wide and 5 inches 

long; long-known and grown as the “August Lily”.  Shade to ½ sun. 

24.00 

PLATINUM TIARA Small; Gold with white margin.  Slow at first.  Dark lav flowers. 8.00 

POLAR MOON Medium; bright yellow center with irregular dark green border. Lav flowers.  17.00 

POPCORN S; (E. Lachman/T. Schmid, 1999); rounded yellow leaves with a nice blue border; by midsummer the 

yellow fades to cream, pale lav flowers. With maturity the leaves develop wonderful cupping! 

18.00 

POPO 

 

S; bluish green color in mid-summer, med green thereafter; medium growth rate; lav flowers in mid-

July. Seedling of venusta with more rounded leaves; introduced by the late Russ O‟Harra of Iowa. 

10.00 

POT OF GOLD S; (Shady Oaks/Hansen, NR); sport of „Rainbow‟s End‟; narrow, glossy gold leaves create nice 

clump for pinkish-lav flowers in mid-July; flower scapes show a heavily speckled purple to bring out 

its unique display of the 18” flower scapes. 

NFS 

POTOMAC PRIDE Large, blue green; lav flowers. 13.00 

POWDER BLUE L; (Peter Ruh); leaves are wide, rich powdery blue; heavily corrugated; thick substance; seedling 

with Japanese origins; med to slow growth rate; lav flowers late June. 

21.00 

PRAIRIE MAGIC Medium; shiny medium green leaves with wide creamy white border 12.00 

PRAIRIE MOON M; (H. Hansen, 2007); bright yellow leaves backed by a lovely silver reverse; thick, wedge-shaped 

leaves have good slug resistance; lav flowers in August. 

18.00 

PRAIRIE SKY M; (Hansen); gently cupped-shaped leaves of a soft powdery-blue color; pale lav flowers top the 

compact clump of foliage in mid to late summer; hybrid of „Blue Jay‟. 

20.00 

PRAYING HANDS S-M; upright narrow leaves; unusual look like no other hosta! Each green leaf is rolled and folded 

into a tube shape, displaying prominent veins on the back of the leaf.  A thin white margin borders 

the outside of leaf; pale lav flowers. 

16.00 

PRINCESS ANASTACIA Med; Sport of Ryan‟s Big One, keeps gold coloring. 16.00 
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QUEEN JOSEPHINE M; creamy yellow margins neatly border the shiny, dark green center; smooth texture; good 

substance; med to fast growth rate; medium purple flowers in August; one of the best new hosta 

introductions in recent years. 

11.00 

QUEEN OF THE SEAS L; (M. Seaver, 2001); pointed, blue, heart-shaped leaves with a piecrust margin; lav flowers in early 

summer. Won „Best of Show „at the 1997 National Hosta Convention! 

 18.00                        

*QUILL S; narrow, very wavy green leaves; vigorous; likes some sun; lav flowers. 13.00                        

QUILTING BEE Small; This little clumper provides excellent contrast to the many variegated hostas with puckered 

heart-shaped leaves and lav flowers 

10.00 

RADIANT EDGER Medium; Gold margins, dark green center; average substance; medium to fast growth rate; lav 

flowers late June into mid-July. 

10.00 

RADIO WAVES D; (Greg Johnson); medium green with a center band of chartreuse in spring; very wavy; good 

substance; lav flowers in Aug; fast growing seedling of „Shining Tot‟. 

16.00 

RAIN DANCER M-L; (H. Hansen); chartreuse-yellow margined sport of the ever popular „Blue Umbrellas‟; margins, 

up to two inches, frame the large 12 inch blue-green leaves; pale lav flowers in early summer. 

18.00 

RAINBOW‟S END S; (Hansen/Shady Oaks, 2005); yellow-centered sport of „Obsession‟; very thick, rubbery-like dark 

green leaves; center of leaf becomes white by summer; lav flowers in late summer on red scapes. 

20.00 

RAINFOREST SUNRISE Small; fluorescent golden leaf is surrounded by a dramatic border of black-green. Truly a stunning 

and distinctive new hosta! Clump is topped in early summer with 18‟ scape of light lav flowers. 

16.00 

RASCAL M; light yellow with a dark green variable margin; some streaking at midrib; pale violet tubular 

flowers. 

12.00 

RASPBERRY SORBET S; shiny, dark green, smooth texture; good substance; bluish purple flower with reddish purple 

scapes. 

10.00 

RED HOT FLASH S; (J. Machen Jr., 2004); tetraploid form of „Peedee Gold Flash‟. With its wider leaf margin, the plant 

has greater vigor and size; red leaf petioles; purple bell-shaped flowers in August. 

17.00 

RED HOT POKER  20.00 

RED NECK HEAVEN M; elongated, green leaves with dark red petioles; lav flowers. 12.00 

RED OCTOBER M; (Herold); nice red petioles...leaves are a unique green with a bluish tint and have a matt 

(glaucous) finish with the red extending up the petioles and into the leaf blade. Leaves have a white 

underside and this is one of the most floriferous of the fall bloomers...often two or more scapes per 

division with many lavender flowers 

12.00 

REGAL SPLENDOR L; frosty blue leaves, creamy white to yellow margins; good substance; vase-shaped mound; destined 

to become a classic; sport of `Krossa Regal.‟; slow at first; lav flowers late July into mid-Aug. 

12.00 

REGAL SUPREME M-L; (Van den Top); stunning sport  of „Krossa Regal‟, very wide creamy-white border, frosty blue-

green leaves contrast exquisitely with the border and are held upright creating a vase-shaped clump; 

Best grown in some morning sun, bright shady location in the afternoon; lav flowers in midsummer. 

NFS 

REMEMBER ME Medium; white centered selection from „June‟; medium violet flowers in July. 14.00 

REPTILIAN M; puckered, semi-cupped, heavily substanced leaves with piecrust edge; red leaf petioles and flower 

stems; lav flowers. Unusual! 

12.00 

RESTLESS SEA S-M; (Hansen); gray-green leaves that seem to be in a state of constant motion; wedge-shaped with a 

slightly serrated edge and undulating leaf margin, cupped at the leaf base; lav flowers in late summer. 

19.00 

REVERSED Medium; blue-green with irregular creamy white margin; white flowers. 24.00 

REVOLUTION Medium; Dark green leaves with creamy white centers. The center of the leaves are speckled with 

light green in the spring, turning darker in the summer; lav flowers. 

13.00 

RHINO HIDE L; (Rawson) You have to see it to believe it! Leaves are the thickest of any hosta measured and are 

the ultimate in slug resistance!! Cupped, puckered leaves, wide blue margins, narrow, light green 

center, brightens to yellow; white flowers. 

NFS 

RHYTHM & BLUES M; very wavy, blue-green leaves; fabulous deep lav flowers. 16.00 

RICH UNCLE M; chartreuse to medium gold; thick substance; medium growth rate; near-white flowers June-July; 

sport of „Electrum Stater‟, which is a sport of „Abiqua Recluse‟. 

16.00 

RICHMOND Medium; pale green center with a creamy yellow margin.  Lav flowers in July.  Med growth rate 10.00 

RICK RACK D; green foliage with very wavy margins; purple flowers. 15.00 

RIPTIDE Medium; blue-green leaves of heavy substance. Lav flowers in mid-August. 11.00 

RISING SUN Large; pointed glossy gold leaves.  Lav flowers in early summer. 14.00 

RISKY BUSINESS M; white centered form of „Striptease‟; incredible growth rate; narrow white center. Lav flowers in 

Aug. 

18.00 

ROBERT FROST Large; Creamy white margins, bluish-green centers; broadly oval blade shape; good substance; 

medium to slow growth rate; whitish flowers in July. 

12.00 

ROBIN HOOD L; (J. Schwarz); notable for its combo of light and dark green foliage; thick substance; slow growth 

rate; heavily corrugated; near-white flowers July. 

NFS 

ROLLER COASTER RIDE S-M; (Q & Z); dense mound of heavily rippled, creamy-edged foliage; interesting, narrow petalled 

flowers that bloom late in season; fast growth rate. 

24.00 
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ROOTIN TOOTIN M; (Ziarek); thick, slightly cupped leaves are dark green with lime green jetting into the creamy 

white center. Some green speckling in center; sport of „Abba Irresistible‟; lav flowers. 

18.00 

ROSEDALE GOLDEN 

CANDLESTICK 

M; (J. Hadrava); bright gold foliage; thick substance; med to slow growth rate; near-white flowers in 

July. 

NFS 

*ROSEDALE GOLDEN GOOSE L; (J. Hadrava); bright gold; good substance; medium growth rate; lav flowers in July. Outstanding 

sun-tolerance! 

20.00                         

ROSEDALE KNOX L; (J. Hadrava); medium to bright gold; moderately wavy margin; good substance; slow growth rate; 

white flowers Jume-July; good slug resistance. 

18.00 

ROSEDALE MISTY 

PATHWAYS 

L; (J. Hadrava); dark green center; 1” wide, orangy gold to yellow margin; medium growth rate; lav 

flowers in July. 

22.00 

ROSEDALE SPOONS Medium; dark green heavily corrugated cupped leaves,; med to fast growth rate; near white flowers 24.00 

ROSEDALE TRACTOR SEAT Large; medium green, lightly cupped, corrugated, nearly round. Near white flowers. 16.00 

ROY KLEHM L; (H. Hansen); tetraploid conversion of H. „Summer Serenade‟, named after friend and mentor, 

upright vase-shaped habit, with leaves displaying horizontally, yellow leaves framed by a dark green 

margin significantly wider than „Summer Serenade‟, lav flowers in midsummer. 

22.00 

*ROYAL STANDARD L; glossy, wavy, green leaves; fragrance white flowers; sun and drought tolerant. 6.00 

ROYAL FLUSH L; difficult to find clump of wide tapering leaves that arch on long petioles. Similar in appearance to 

H. Montana Aureomarginata but with an olive-green center pattern surrounded by a tremendously 

wide butterscotch-yellow border. Light lav flowers in early summer. 

16.00 

ROYAL GOLDEN JUBILEE M-L; (Park Green Nurseries of Great Britain); new sport of „Gold Standard‟; chartreuse-yellow 

centers that turn white late in the season; lav flowers. 

18.00 

ROYAL TAPESTRY M; (J.Schwarz); blue-green center; ½” wide margin that changes from yellow to creamy white; 

slightly wavy; moderately corrugated; good substance; med growth rate; lav flowers in July. 

18.00                         

ROYAL TIARA Small; pale green margin with narrow white center.  Lav flowers in July. 14.00 

*SAGAE                 (formerly 

fluctuans VARIEGATED) 

L; frosted-green base with wide, irregular margins of bright yellow; long twisted leaves; good 

substance; slow growth rate; pale lav flowers in Jul; shade to ¾ sun.    2000 American Hosta 

Growers Hosta of the year! 

13.00 

SAINT ELMOS FIRE M; foliage emerges bright yellow in the spring with a pure white edge.  As the first leaves fade to 

green, the summer growth is again yellow, so that green and yellow leaves are on the plant at the 

same time, both bordered in white.  Lav flowers. 

14.00 

SALUTE Medium; a new and exciting blue from Herb Benedict. Narrow, pointed leaves are held erect, plants 

form an upright vase-shaped clump; highly rated with a unique form; near white flowers. 

10.00 

SANDHILL CRANE M; (G. Johnson); descended from longissima; upright mound of very long, narrow, white-margined 

foliage; med to fast growth rate; purple flowers in August. 

24.00 

SATISFACTION L; sport of „Piedmont Gold‟, dark leaves with wide gold margin.  Near-white flowers in mid-summer. 16.00 

SAVANNAH SUPREME Medium; creamy white margins, heavily streaked green and white center.  Fragrant pale lav flowers 

in August.  Medium to fast growth rate. Unstable 

22.00 

SCALLION PANCAKES M; (Scheer); Small plant with a large presence, stands out from the crowd, distinct architectural 

form! Flat oval leaves are straight up and out from the red petioles, showing soft white backs, good 

substance, fast growth, dark purple bell-shaped flowers in mid August. Highly fertile with many stout 

purple pods. 

18.00 

SCOOTER S; (Benedict); rapid grower with dark green leaves edged with a wide creamy white margin; lav 

flowers. 

8.00 

SEA BEACON Medium; Wide white margin with green center.  Medium lav flowers in July.  Med growth rate. 13.00 

SEA FIRE M; bright gold color early, changing to light green by mid-sum; lower portion of petiole red; average 

substance; med growth rate; worth growing as specimen plant; lav flowers mid-July into mid-Aug. 

12.00 

SEA GULF STREAM Medium; Wavy green/yellow pointed leaves; lav flowers. 16.00 

SEA HERO M; deep blue-green cupped leaves; near white flowers from mid-June into July.  Med growth rate. 16.00 

SEA NYMPH S; (Seaver); small dense clump of long, wavy, narrow green leaves with a yellow border; lav flowers. 14.00 

SEA SAPPHIRE M; deep blue-green leaves; heavily corrugated; thick substance; slow growth rate.  Near white 

flowers mid-June into July. 

12.00 

SECOND WIND M; Very dark green color; shiny; good substance; medium to fast growth rate; lav flowers in July. 9.00 

SECRET LOVE S; heart-shaped blue-green leaves with a delicate narrow cream edge, fragrant near-white flowers, 

mutation of „Fragrant Blue‟. 

21.00 

SEDUCER L; (Asch); large, dark green leaves with slightly ruffled, gold margin and a trace of white between the 

center and margin; requires summer heat to develop proper coloration; near-white flowers. 

NFS 

SEPTEMBER SUN Large; Gold with green margins; Wide green margins; medium gold center; better than average 

substance; near white flowers. Mutation of `August Moon;‟ excellent growth rate. 

12.00 

SERGEANT PEPPER M; (Bridgewood Gardens); green center, light edge; near white flowers. 20.00 

*SHADE FANFARE M; light green to gold centered leaves accented by broad cream margins; average substance.  Rapid 

grower is pest resistant.  Color is best in more sun.  Lav flowers in midsummer.  Shade to full sun. 

8.00 
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SHADE PARADE S; (Randy Goodwin); creamy white-margined, greenish yellow center foliage, great as edger or 

trough garden plant; lav flowers in July, med to fast grower. 

22.00 

SHAZAAM S-M; (G. Jones); hybrid of „William Lochman‟; upright mound; dark green wedge-shaped leaves 

with a dramatic creamy-white margin; lighter gray-green areas appear in the leaf where the uneven 

wide margin overlaps the green center. Lav flowers early summer. 

18.00 

SHERBORNE SWAN Large; outstanding bright blue foliage that attractively arches. Pale lav flower in mid-July. 11.00 

SHINING TOT Dwarf; Dark green, smooth lance shaped leaves; med growth rate; lav flowers. 9.00                         

SHINY PENNY Small; gold heart-shaped leaves, turning coppery in summer. Lav flowers. 10.00 

sieboldiana ELEGANS Large, blue-gray, rounded leaves; heavily corrugated; thick substance; slow growth rate; light lav 

flowers early summer.  Slug resistant. Not good for pots. 

8.00 

*sieboldii KABITAN Small; Yellow with green margins; Leaves are yellow with a narrow green margin. Leaf margins are 

undulating; lav flowers.  Shade to ½ sun. 

6.00 

SILK KOMONO L; broad dark green leaves margined with slightly rippled creamy-white edge; pale lav flowers in 

mid-summer. 

15.00                         

SILVER ANNIVERSARY Large; powder green color from the late Russ O‟ Hara collection; lav flowers. 17.00 

SILVER BAY S; (D. Dean, 1999); cross between „Silver Frost‟ x „Blue Moon‟; mound of heavily corrugated heart-

shaped leaves; silvery-blue color is what sets this plant apart; pale lav flowers. 

17.00 

SILVER BOWL Large; excellent blue-gray, silvery below cupped leaves. 14.00 

SILVER EAGLE Unique sport of „Striptease‟ having leaves with silver centers and green margins. 20.00 

SILVER KABITAN Small; white with green margins, narrow lance-shaped leaves; lavs flowers. 10.00 

SILVER LODE Fortunei type from Japan; wide white center turning green during summer. The loss of the white 

center guarantees that the center will not melt out, eliminates problem of slow growth; vigorous; 

grows to 3 ft in diameter. As the center fades, you get various shades of green and white. 

18.00                          

SILVER MOON S; (H. Hansen, 2007); „Maekawa x Blue Moon‟ hybrid features wonderful, slightly cupped leaves 

that have good powdery-blue color; dramatic silver coloration on the undersides of the leaves; has 

broadly compact spreading habit; pale lav flowers in late summer. 

26.00 

SILVER SHADOWS M; shiny dark green leaves are framed by a silvery-white margin; sport of „Devon Green‟; great 

substance; lav flowers in midseason. 

NFS 

SILVER STAR M; upright mound white-edged foliage; makes that perfect specimen plant; purple flowers in August. 26.00 

SILVER STREAK S; green, lance-shaped leaves with a white streak down the center. Leaves are highly contorted and 

twisted. Hard to find; unusual! 

18.00 

SILVER THREADS & GOLDEN 

NEEDLES 

Miniature; golden leaves with centers streaked with green and white; lav flowers; sport of “Cheatin 

Heart”.  Very bizarre variegation! 

18.00 

SINGING IN THE RAIN L; reverse sport of „Dancing in the Rain‟, thick, blue-green leaves, narrow, chartreuse margin that 

brightens to gold, lav flowers. 

21.00 

SITTING PRETTY D; lance-shaped leaves; heavy substance; creamy yellow with irregular green margins; purple 

flowers. 

12.00 

SKY DANCER M; (D. Van Eechaute, 2003); from Belgium; pycnophylla hybrid; large spade-shaped leaves are gray-

blue; forms an upright spreading clump; lav flowers in late summer. 

16.00 

SLEEPING BEAUTY M; sport of Halcyon, superb grower. 18.00 

SLICK WILLIE Medium; Dark green with smooth margin; very shiny on top and bottom; lightly cupped; broadly 

ovate with a cordate base; long, pale lav, tubular striped flowers. 

10.00 

SLIM & TRIM Mini; (H. Benedict, NR); seedling of „Purple Verticillated Elf‟; vigorous blue elongated leaves form 

a clump 6” tall by 12 to 14” across; lav flowers late summer. 

24.00 

SMALL SUM M-L; (Goodwin); green changing to yellow leaves with good substance, „Sum and Substance‟ hybrid; 

lav flowers; for those who don‟t have enough garden space for „Sum and Substance‟! 

21.00 

SMOOTH SAILING L; (Elslager); deeply veined, gold-centered foliage that has the look of a H. Montana; med growth 

rate; lav flowers early July. 

NFS 

SNOW CRUST Medium; height: 23” width: 50” White margins; medium green centers; better than average 

substance; medium growth rate; pale lav flowers mid to late July. 

NFS 

SNOW FLAKES Small, medium green leaves; pure white flowers. 8.00 

SNOWDEN L; (Smith/BHHS); fantastic large blue green leaves, vase-shaped, huge clump, white flowers. 13.00 

*SO SWEET M; glossy green leaves with variable creamy white margin; fast growth rate; average substance. 

Fragrant white flowers in August.  Shade to ¾ sun. 1996 American Hosta Growers Hosta of the 

year! 

9.00 

SOLAR FLARE Large; chartreuse changing to yellow center, green veins; cordate, rugose; lav flowers. 20.00 

SOMETHING BLUE Large, deep blue green; pale lav flowers 14.00 

SPARTACUS L; (Hansen/Shady Oaks Nursery, 2007); elongated heart-shaped leaves with a series of light ripples 

along the leaf edges; sport of „Sea Gulf Stream‟ maintains the leaf shape and plant habit of the parent 

except it has a dark green leaf center and a narrow yellow edge, accentuating the rippled leaf margin; 

pale lav flowers in late June. 

20.00 
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SPARTAN ARROW Mini; (G.R. Goodwin, 2000); shiny dark green leaves are incredibly rippled; vigorous compact 

clump is topped by masses of lav flowers; a „Permanent Wave‟ hybrid. 

22.00 

SPELLBOUND L; (D & J. Ward); apple green center; 5/8” wide, creamy yellow margin; heavily corrugated and 

somewhat unruly; good substance; med to fast growth rate. 

18.00 

SPILT MILK M-L; white streaks and splashes spill over green heart shaped leaves; beautiful and unique collector‟s 

hosta for conversation piece in any collection; plant has wrinkled and textured leaves; white flowers. 

16.00 

SPINNING WHEEL Large; cupped golden yellow with green edge; white flowers. 24.00 

SPRING FLING M-L; heart-shaped green leaves with creamy-white edge; ruffled pie-crusted edge; lav flowers in 

early summer.  

16.00 

SPRITZER Medium, narrow yellow cream and green variegated leaves; purple flowers 10.00 

SQUASH CASSEROLE M; emerging green, turning medium gold with heavily rippled margin. Dull on top and underneath; 

lav flowers. 

14.00 

ST PAUL Medium-Large; sport of „Paul‟s Glory‟; thick gold heart-shaped leaves; bordered by a wide blue-

green margin. Pale lav flowers in early summer. Destined to become a classic! 

16.00 

STAINED GLASS M-L; (Hansen/Shady Oaks,1999); sport of „Quacamole‟.  Prominent veins throughout the leaf give it 

a stained glass window effect.  Fast growth rate.  Large fragrant near white flowers in August. 

16.00 

STARBOARD LIGHT M; dark yellow leaves, broadly heart-shaped and folded. Leaf veins are green at the base. Near white 

flowers. 

14.00 

STARDUST L; (D & J Ward); stately, semi-upright, mound of brilliant gold, slightly wavy foliage; slow to med 

growth rate; good substance; pale lav flowers in July; hybrid of „White Vision‟ X montana 

macrophylla. 

20.00 

STEP SISTER M; center is lighter than the edge, white flowers. 22.00 

STEPPING OUT M; blue leaves with cream edge; lav flowers. 20.00 

*STILLETTO Small; Green with gold margins; Narrow lance-shaped leaves of green with creamy gold margins.  

Floriferous with lav flowers.  Shade to ½ sun. 

9.00 

STIRFRY Medium; mound of green leaves with very wavy margins. Purple flowers July-August. 15.00 

STITCH IN TIME M; (R. Mortko); unusual sport of „Last Dance‟ features broad, golden leaves, complimented with a 

small, dark green pattern that appears to be stitched into the leaf center; lav flowers in midsummer. 

This is the plant we all hoped for with „Embroidery‟! 

38.00 

STOLEN KISS Medium; gold center with green edge. 16.00 

STRIPTEASE Medium; an outstanding Hosta certain to be one of the most talked about plants in Hosta circles.  An 

intriguing sport of „Gold Standard‟ with wider dark green margins; pale violet flowers. 

16.00 

SUGAR AND CREAM Large; beautiful silvery white margins on light green leaves; near white fragrant flowers. 8.00 

SUGAR AND SPICE L; (Q & Z); creamy white-margined sport of „Invincible‟; shiny; average substance; med to fast 

growth rate; fragrant, pale lav flowers in August. 

16.00 

SUGAR DADDY L; white margined sport of ‟Big Daddy‟; round, blue-green leaves with creamy margin that throws a 

few streaks into the center, leaves become darker later in summer, lav flowers. 

NFS 

SULTANA S; highly rated sport of „Little Aurora‟; distinct green center; distinct wide gold margin set it apart 

from others ; heavy textured, heart-shaped leaves; vigorous growth habit; near white flowers in early 

summer. 

NFS 

*SUM AND SUBSTANCE Large; glossy textured, chartreuse to gold leaves; lav flowers late in the season.  A unique specimen 

plant; one of our favorites!  A must for the collector.  Slug resistant; thick leaves.  ½ to full sun. 

12.00 

SUM CUP-OF-JOE M; (E. Elslager); chartreuse center with a thin white margin; thick substance; med growth rate; pale 

lav flowers July-Aug. Very odd and unusual sport of „Sum and Substance‟! 

20.00                       

SUM IT UP L; shiny, med green center; gold margin; smooth texture; thick substance; sport of „Sum and 

Substance‟; margin width varies from leaf to leaf, especially when in an active phase of growth; lav 

flowers in Aug. 

16.00 

SUM OF ALL L; sport of „Sum and Substance‟; green center surrounded by wide gold margin; lav flowers in 

August.  Medium growth rate. 

17.00 

SUMMER BREEZE Medium; dark green center with wide gold margin.  Pale lav flowers in July.  Medium growth rate. 14.00 

*SUMMER FRAGRANCE Large; Green with white margins; Attractive white margins on deep green leaves; better than average 

substance and sun tolerance; medium to fast growth rate.  Fragrant lav flowers in late summer. 

8.00 

SUMMER MUSIC M; snow white leaves with irregular gold and chartreuse margins; lav flowers. 14.00 

SUMMER OLYMPICS L; (Q&Z); gold leaved sport of „Alex Summers‟; semi-upright mound of foliage; much brighter gold 

than „Gold Regal‟; thick substance; med growth rate; lav flowers in July. 

20.00                         

SUN KISSED M; (B. Solberg); white-edged sport of „Sweet Sunshine‟; nice combo of white-margined, gold-

centered foliage and fragrant white flowers; vigorous grower. 

18.00                        

SUNLIGHT CHILD D; (H. Benedict, 1991); shiny yellow leaves comprise a nice tiny clump; lav flowers in early summer. 

This choice little hosta has been passed around for over a decade, but has always remained rare. 

14.00                          

*SUN POWER Large; Gold; Brilliant gold twisting leaves are durable.  Rapid grower; good substance.  Light orchid 

flowers in midseason.  Shade to ¾ sun. 

10.00 
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SUNNY DISPOSITION M: (F. Nyikos, 2001); bright gold hybrid of ventricosa X „Birchwood Parky‟s Gold‟; fast growth 

rate; lav flowers in July. 

10.00 

SUNNYBROOK Medium; similar but smaller than „Francis Williams‟ with wider gold edge; near white flowers. 15.00 

SUNSHINE GLORY Large; gold center with creamy white margin.  Lav flowers in July.  Medium growth rate. 13.00 

SUPER BOWL Medium; Deeply cupped, bright gold; heavily corrugated, thick substance; near white flower. 24.00 

*SURPRISED BY JOY Dwarf; (Malloy, 1998); white heart-shaped leaves bordered by a dark green margin; lav flowers; 

needs morning sun to maintain its vigor. 

16.00 

SWEET BO PEEP M; very shiny, dark green leaves; fragrant lav flowers. 10.00 

SWEET HOME CHICAGO Medium; gold center with green margins.  Lav flowers in July.  Medium growth rate. 11.00 

SWEET INNOCENCE M; (Hansen/Shady Oaks); tetraploid form of „Fragrant Bouquet‟; heart-shaped apple-green leaves 

with a much wider leaf margin, leaves are dome-shaped rather than flat like „Fragrant Bouquet‟; 

near-white perfumed flowers in late summer; likes bright, filtered light. 

20.00 

SWEET TATER PIE Medium; thick waxy, wavy leaves; glossy chartreuse–golden color changes throughout the leaf like 

shadows on a mountainous terrain. Purple flowers in mid-summer.  

12.00 

SWEETIE M; apple-green with cream edge; huge flowers buds open into fragrant light blue flowers in Aug; 

med to fast growth rate. 

10.00 

T. REX XL; (Ward); a gargantuan hosta! Gigantic green leaves measure 18” long by 14” wide; leaves tend to 

be a bit floppy because they are so big!! Large; near-white flowers. 

16.00 

TAMBOURINE Medium; a Lachman hybrid that has beautiful heart shaped leaves with a wide creamy margin; red 

leaf petioles provide interest; vigorous grower forming an upright clump of foliage; lav flowers. 

12.00 

TATTOO Small; one of the most unique hostas ever introduced.  Sport of „Little Aurora‟, gold leaves tattooed 

with a green outline of a maple leaf in the center.  Lav flowers in early summer. 

22.00 

TEA AND CRUMPETS Small; The cupped and puckered leaves are dark green with a white margin; lav flowers. 13.00 

TEARS OF JOY Mini; (Sebright Gardens, 2005); sport of „Tiny Tears‟; vigorous med-green, lance-shaped leaves that 

are flolded somewhat reminiscent to „Praying Hands‟; purple flowers in midsummer. 

14.00 

TEASPOON D; (F. Nyikos); dense mound of medium green; moderately corrugated; cupped; roundish blade; med 

to fast growth rate; pale lav flowers in July; hybrid of „Birchwood Parky‟s Gold‟ X „Golden Tiara‟. 

14.00 

TEATIME M; TC sport of „English Sunrise‟; bluish green in center early, changing to dark green; margin 

chartreuse to med gold; pale lav flowers late July into Aug. 

18.00 

TEENY-WEENY BIKINI Mini; (E. Elslager, 2000); charming wedge-shaped leaves, creamy-white centered, margined with a 

dark green edge; tiny lav flowers in mid to late summer. 

      18.00 

TENRYU L; vase-shaped mound of powdery blue leaves with good substance; lav flowers. 12.00 

TEQUILA SUNRISE M; (G. Johnson); hybrid of „spritzer‟ X pycnophylla; impressive gold foliage; dense mound; med 

growth rate; purple flowers in Aug. 

17.00 

THE LEADING EDGE L; (E.Elslager); from the „Dorothy Benedict‟ breeding line; semi-upright mound of yellow-margined 

foliage; slow growth rate; near-white flowers in June-July. 

NFS 

THE MATRIX M; sport of „Francee‟ having green leaves with wide center variegation that emerges gold and 

changes to white flecked with green; lav flowers. 

14.00 

THE RAZOR‟S EDGE S; (Terpening); upright habit which draws attention to the extremely bright red petioles of the long, 

narrow, intensely ruffled, lace-shaped, green leaves; lav flowers. 

NFS 

THE SHINING L; (Hansen,2006); improved version of „Fried Bananas‟; sport of „Cathedral Windows‟; brilliant, 

glossy, gold leaves; huge, fragrant, light lav flowers in late summer; fast growth rate. 

16.00 

THUMBELINA Small; creamy white margin with medium green center.  Lav flowers in July. 12.00 

THUNDERBOLT Med-lg; very thick, rubbery-blue leaves with a gold flash down the center of each leaf, which turns 

creamy-white later in the season. Near-white flowers in early summer.  Showcase conversation piece! 

16.00 

TICK TOCK S; (Kipplen); greenish-yellow leaves with a dark green margin, good substance; sport of „Gold Drop‟; 

lav flowers. 

14.00                        

*TICKLE ME PINK S/M; (Stegeman); leaves  emerge bright yellow-chartreuse on red petioles with red tips and some red 

brushed across the shiny backs. As season progresses leaves become golden color with slight sheen. 

Fuchsia-pink buds emerge in Sept on dark scapes, as cooler weather comes, leaves are again kissed 

with red.  

20.00 

TIJUANA BRASS M; chartreuse early turning medium gold.  Pale lav flowers in July.  Slow to medium growth rate. 16.00 

TINY TEARS D; dense mound of green, tear-drop foliage; med growth rate; purple flowers in July. 7.00 

TITANIC L; sport of „Sum and Substance‟, wide gold edge against dark green center; pale lav flowers in mid to 

late summer. 

18.00 

*tokudama Small – Medium; Blue; Heavily corrugated, rounded, cupped blue foliage makes a low wide mound; 

slow growth rate.  Near white flowers in early summer.  Shade to ½ sun. 

9.00 

*tokudama AUREONEBULOSA M; cup shaped leaves; center streaked and mottled with yellow; wide green margins; heavily 

corrugated; thick substance; white flowers early summer.  A beautiful specimen plant.  Slug resistant.  

Slow to increase.  Shade to ½ sun. 

12.00 

tokudama FLAVOCIRCINALIS Medium; Blue with gold margins; Frosty blue-green leaves with wide irregular gold margins; heavily 

corrugated; thick substance. Light lav flowers in early summer.  Slow to increase.  

12.00 
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TOPAZ Medium; deep blue-green color.  Pale purple flowers in July.  Fast growth rate. 12.00 

TORCHLIGHT Medium; Dark satin green leaves; wavy white margin; burgundy red petiole; lav flowers. 10.00 

TORTIFRONS D; (Japan); tiny mound of grass-like, upright, twisted, contorted green leaves; very unique; lav 

flowers. 

13.00 

TORTILLA CHIP M. (B. Solberg); sport of „Stained Glass‟; bright gold; smooth texture; med to slow growth rate; 

fragrant, pale lav flowers in Aug. 

16.00 

TOUCH OF CLASS M; (Hansen/Shady Oaks); form of „June‟; emerges in the spring with intense blue leaves with a gold 

flame in leaf center; green pattern occurs where the gold and blue overlap. Leaves have an incredible 

thick substance! Lav flowers in mid-summer. 

16.00 

TOY SOLDIER Sport of „Blue Cadet‟; heart-shaped, blue-green leaves with greenish-white margin. 12.00 

TRACY‟S EMERALD CUP Medium; Heavily corrugated, rounded, cupped green leaves; lav flowers. 16.00 

TRAILBLAZER Medium; white margin with dark green center; lav flowers in late July.  Medium to fast growth. 17.00 

*TREASURE Medium; mound of intense gold foliage with good substance and heavy corrugation. Put in more sun 

for best coloring. Very pale lav flowers. 

12.00 

*TRIFECTA S; (Briggs Nursery); sport from „little Sunspot‟, leaves have creamy to pure white centers framed by 

dark green border. Where the colors cross there is distinct wide yellow line, resembles shadow of a 

feather, good substance, vigorous grower, happiest with adequate morning sun and bight afternoon 

shade; lav flowers in midsummer. 

18.00 

TROPICAL DANCER M; (van den Top); „Spring Fling‟ with attitude! Very wide, intensely ruffled, creamy-white border 

surrounding beautiful long, tapered, green leaves, vigorous grower; lav flowers. 

22.00 

TROPICAL STORM S; (Walters Gardens);exceptional sport of „Rainforest Sunrise‟; heart shaped, puckered leaves of 

good substance emerge green with light green margin, quickly develops wide, brilliant yellow gold 

margins; lav flowers. 

NFS 

TRUE BLUE Large; Deep blue, heavy textured leaves, nicely puckered. White flowers. 10.00 

TWENTY-FOUR CARAT GOLD A truly gold hosta; always looks gold, even in late summer! 28.00 

TWILIGHT TIME S; (G. Johnson); dense mound of rippled, bright blue leaves; elliptic-ovate blade shape; with a good, 

late summer show of purple flowers in Aug; med to fast growth rate. 

15.00 

TWINKLES Medium; yellow to viridescence leaves. 7.00 

TWIST OF LIME Small; this wonderful sport of „Lemon Lime‟ belongs in every collection; yellow leaves are bordered 

by a dark green narrow margin; vigorous growth rate; lav flowers in midsummer. 

8.00 

ULTRAMARINE Large; rich, bright blue color, smooth texture; thick substance; pale lav flowers. Fast growth rate.  12.00 

*undulata ALBOMARGINATA Small; Two tone green with white margin; Thin creamy-white margin borders a two tone green 

center.  A few green leaves in summer.  Pale purple flowers in July.  Shade to ½ sun. 

6.00 

UNFORGETTABLE L; (Kuk); upright vase-shaped hosta with dark green leaves and a wide gold margin; heavy 

substance; slightly cupped and corrugated; lav flowers. 

16.00 

VALLEY‟S GLACIER M; (Linneman); sport of „First Frost‟, heart-shaped, frosted blue leaves, wide yellow border, changes 

to creamy-white as season progresses; great substance on a plant that looks good all season; lav 

flowers. 

NFS 

VAN WADE Medium; dark green with creamy yellow variable margin; slightly cupped, rugose; lav flared flowers. 10.00 

VARIABLE SUM L; sport of „Sum and Substance‟; golden leaves with green margins of varying width; pale lav flower. 20.00 

VELVET MOON L;(Hansen/Naylor Creek); sport of „Abiqua Moonbeam‟, fast growing clump of dark green leaves, 

wide yellow margins; quite unstable; no two alike; lav flowers. 

16.00 

VENETIAN BLUE M; (Q & Z); dense mound of rippled, blue foliage; excelleant growth rate; lav flowers in July. 13.00                          

*VENTRICOSA M – L; green; glossy, heart-shaped, dark green leaves; violet flowers with bluish stripes in summer. 

Shade to ½ sun. 

6.00 

*ventricosa 

AUREOMARGINATA 

Medium; heart-shaped dark green leaves have a yellow margin that turns white; med growth rate; 

average substance.  Many mauve flowers in midsummer.  Shade to ¾ sun.  (Also called ventricosa 

`Variegata.‟) 

9.00 

*VENUSTA Dwarf; Green; Slightly wavy, green leaves are heart-shaped; average substance; violet flowers with 

darker veins in early summer.  Shade to ½ sun. 

5.00 

VERNA JEAN Small; a charming plant with light green leaves with ivory margins; a cute, clump forming plant 

suitable for rock gardens or edging; pale lav flowers midsummer. 

8.00 

VERONICA LAKE Small; a wonderful new sport of „Pearl Lake'; lovely blue-green heart shaped leaves with a creamy 

white margin; lav flowers; vigorous growth rate; a sharp Hosta with a bright future. 

10.00 

VICTORY L; (Q &Z); shiny, medium green center;1/2” wide margin greenish yellow early, changing to creamy 

white by early summer; smooth texture; thick subvstance; medium growth rate; near-white flowers 

on tall scapes July-Aug. Outstanding variegated sport of nigrescens „Elatior‟! 

24.00 

VIKING SHIP VL; (Wiegand); oval to nearly round blue-green leaves stand upright on this giant hosta! Leaves are 

corrugated, deeply veined; margins have light ruffling , some cupping; seedling from „Komodo 

Dragon‟, likes a little late afternoon sun. 

22.00 

VIM AND VIGOR L; (Walters); sport of “Sum and Substance”; huge leaves measure up to 20” wide. They emerge blue-

green, then change to shiny, dark green, lav flowers on very tall scapes. 

14.00 
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VULCAN M-L; (H.Hansen/Shady Oaks Nursery); sport of „Captain Kirk‟; creamy-white leaves with dark green 

margins, golden yellow streaks occur along the interior margins where the white and green overlap, 

vigorous growth rate for a white-centered hosta, lav flowers in mid to late summer. Classy!! 

18.00 

WAR PAINT M-L; large pointed and piecrusted leaves emerge in the spring with a clear bright butter-yellow center 

surrounded by a dark green margin; center fades by summer to pale green; topped with lav flowers.  

NFS 

WARWICK CHOICE Medium-Large; Medium green, rippled, ovate leaves with a 1" wide white margin. Near-white 

flowers. Hybrid of 'William Lachman'. 

14.00 

WARWICK COMET M; (L. Jones, 1999); cupped green leaf with white center; near white flowers. Very unique!!!! 22.00 

WARWICK DELIGHT S; creamy white center; streaky dark green margins; excellent substance.  Pale lav flowers in mid-

summer 

14.00 

WARWICK ESSENCE Large; combination of sieboldiana „Northern Halo‟ and a plantaginea cross; wonderful blue-green 

leaf; vigorously grower; pure white fragrant flowers in early summer.  

14.00 

WAUKON WATER M; (Axmear); thick heart-shaped leaves, good dark blue color, smooth texture; lav flowers. 15.00 

WAYWARD WIND Unusual sport of „Whirlwind‟, similar to hosta „Eternal Flame‟; soft-white center that fades slightly 

with the season; center is framed by a light-green, flame/streak design that looks as if painted on the 

leaf. 

NFS 

WHEATON BLUE Large; blue-green sport of „Paul‟s Glory‟. Pale lav flower from mid to late July. 8.00 

WHIRLWIND Small; Cream with green margins; twisted leaves of heavy substance have dark green margins; fast 

growth rate.  Lav flowers late July into August. 

12.00 

WHIRLWIND TOUR Medium; sport of „Whirlwind‟; dark green margin; center limey green in spring, turning to creamy 

white by mid-summer; good substance. Lav flowers late July. 

16.00                         

WHITE BIKINI M; (2002 Solberg); white center and a wide dark green border. 22.00 

WHITE CHRISTMAS S; white leaves with green wavy margins; average substance; medium growth rate.  Lav flowers in 

mid-July. 

12.00 

WHITE DOVE S; (H & D Benedict, 1995); narrow, arching green leaves with clean white margin; white flowers in 

late summer. 

22.00 

*WIDE BRIM Medium; Blue-green with cream margin; Leaves have a blue-green base with a wide irregular cream 

margin; rapid grower; pale lav flowers mid-summer.  A beautiful specimen plant.  Shade to 3/4 sun. 

8.00 

WINFIELD BLUE Medium; Powdery blue color that holds into late summer; moderate corrugation; good substance; 

medium growth rate; very pale lav flowers in July. 

10.00 

WINFIELD MIST S; (Q&Z); sport of „Winfield Blue‟; misted blue-green and white center with a 1/8‟ wide blue-green 

margin; thick substance; lav flowers July-Aug; extremely rare; slow-growing, but worth the wait. 

24.00 

WINSOME D; (D. & J. Ward); „Pinstripe Sister‟ seedling that becomes a dwarf-sized mound of white-margined 

foliage; med to fast growth rate; lav flowers in July. 

13.00 

WINTER SNOW L; (NR); sport of H. 'Sum and Substance'...beautiful shiny medium green leaves have a nice white 

border of decent width and the clump is topped with lavender flowers midsummer. 

16.00 

WINTERGREEN S; medium green center with creamy white margin; med to fast growth rate; purple flowers in July; 

„Sea Prize‟ seedling. 

15.00                         

WINTER LIGHTNING Net streaked unstable form. Leaves emerge dark green and fade through the season to a yellow green  30.00 

WINTER WARRIOR 

 

WOLVERINE 

M; (G.R. Goodwin, 2005); dark green rounded leaves margined with a lightly rippled wide creamy-

white margin; near white flowers with striped lav intervening in early summer. 

Medium; Gold edged blue lance shaped leaves with a rapid growth rate. Lav flowers in August. 

18.00 

WOOLY BULLY M?; variegated sport of „Blue Boy‟; clear golden-yellow margin contrasts with blue foliage, vigorous 

growth, lav flowers. 

18.00 

WOOLY MAMMOTH L; (Q & Z); blue-green center with a wide, gold margin; thick substance; slow to med growth rate; 

near-white flowers June-July on 35” scapes; sport of „Blue Mammoth‟. 

15.00                          

WORLD CUP M; (Doug Beilstein); rich gold foliage that is distinctly cupped; hybrid of „Komodo Dragon‟ X‟Super 

Bowl‟ that combines the best of both parents! Med to slow growth rate; pale purple flowers from late 

June into July. 

20.00 

WYLDE GREEN CREME Small-Medium; dark green margin surrounds a bright gold center.  Lav flowers in July. 13.00 

X-RAY S; (R. Simmering); sport of „Gold Edger‟; low, dense mound of narrow, heavily rippled foliage; 

beautifully variegated early in growing season; center misted green and white in spring, green by 

mid-summer; 1/8” wide, rippled, green margin; average substance; fast growth rate; bright purple 

flowers in Aug. 

20.00 

XANADU S; (A. Malloy); creamy yellow center with a much wider green edged version of „Island Charm‟; 

much better growth rate; pale purple flowers in July. 

16.00                         

YELLOW RIVER Medium; Green with yellow margins; Nice mound of dark green leaves with yellow margins; better 

than average substance; medium growth rate.  Lav flowers in late summer. 

13.00 

YESTERDAY‟S MEMORIES L; (Hansen); sport of „Squash Casserole‟; same rapid growth; large oval leaves have yellow-gold 

coloration with a dark green edge; masses of lav flowers in midsummer. 

16.00 

*ZOUNDS M; Gold; Golden, glossy, puckered leaves; pale lav flowers early in the season.  An excellent choice 

to brighter up shady areas.  Slug resistant.  Slow.  1/4 to 3/4 sun. 

12 .00 

 


